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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background and objectives
The focus of this study lies on future sustainable technologies (FST), such as renewable energies and energy efficient technologies, which will make use of indium (In), germanium (Ge), tantalum (Ta), PGM [platinum group metals, such as ruthenium (Ru), platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd)], tellurium (Te), cobalt (Co), lithium (Li), gallium (Ga) and RE (rare earths)\(^1\). These are also classified as ‘green minor metals’, which are the basis for cleaner technology innovation. Other interesting metals like titanium or magnesium (used for light weight applications) are not addressed by this study but should be also an issue for further UNEP investigations and activities in the future.

• first objective is to analyse in depth the global availability and expectations for the development of the ‘critical metals’ demand, supply and prices
• second, the study focuses on the comprehensive analysis of their recycling potential and identification of gaps
• third, the study will explore favourable framework conditions, proposed course of actions, policies, incentives, funds, etc.; instruments, models etc. to predict and monitor the availability of critical metals and recycling systems

This study is in line with UNEP’s mission and vision, in particular in regard to resource efficiency/ sustainable consumption and production, which is one priority of UNEP’s mid-term strategy. The results of this study\(^2\) will feed into the work of the resource panel, the preparation of the 10-year framework of programs on SCP (Marrakech Process), and hence finally into the 2010/2011 cycle of the Commission on Sustainable Development. These activities will help to accomplish the ultimate goal to stimulate sustainable innovation leading to decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation.

The specific objectives of the study are:

- Identification and analysis of the global availability, geographical spread and prices of critical metals. Possible increasing pressure on the supply due to a growing demand through rising uptake of certain innovative technologies. Prioritization of critical metals regarding growing demand and possible scarcities
- Analysis of recycling potential for the identified critical metals with high prioritization:
  - Assessment of the recycling potential considering existing recycling technologies for the identified critical metals including the identification of gaps;
  - Feasibility assessment for potential innovative technologies for the recycling including the identification of opportunities and barriers.
- Identification of framework conditions that could help to foster technologies which enable the implementation of closed-loop recycling systems for critical metals.

---

\(^1\) The rare earths under investigation in this study include the 16 elements: yttrium (Y), lanthanum (La), cerium (Ce), praseodymium (Pr), neodymium (Nd), promethium (Pm), samarium (Sm), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), terbium (Tb), dysprosium (Dy), holmium (Ho), erbium (Er), thulium (Tm), ytterbium (Yb) and lutetium (Lu).

\(^2\) As well as the results of parallel UNEP-DTIE studies: e.g. “Recycling – from e-waste to Resources”
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Figure 1: Graphical illustration of the basic work process of this study

For every metal under concern in this study, the specific characteristics are worked out and interpreted (see final report, chapter 6). Öko-Institut has confirmed UNEP DTIE that an important issue of the study is to work out a prioritization of the different metals focussing on the attribute 'critical'. The results from the prioritization will be assessed to a timeline – as critical in a short-term perspective (next 5 years), in a mid-term perspective (until ca. 2020) and in a long-term perspective (2050). This provides an important data source for decision-makers about the temporary exigency of certain critical metals.

Scientific approach & methodology

Öko-Institut takes the most interesting methodologies regarding the term 'critical metals' into account. Nevertheless, Öko-Institut includes often underestimated but very important issues like minor-product phenomena on the demand side and special challenges like post-consumer recycling of metals in dissipative usages. Furthermore it should be mentioned that some of the criteria published by national bodies are helpful from a national perspective of certain countries, but not necessarily for an international point of view, which is focus of this study in co-operation with UNEP. For instance the recycling sectors regarding critical metals in Europe and Japan are in a quite different state of the art compared with other regions in the world. Of course, regions with a currently weak performance of recycling industries and infrastructures are – even more – dependent from regions with a very strong mining sector – especially in the case of a high regional concentration regarding the mining of certain metals.

Figure 2 reflects the issues of the UNEP project and helps to communicate the provided facts. All metals under investigation are classified according the three main topics:

- Demand growth
- Supply risks
- Recycling restrictions

Figure 2 shows the graphical basis illustration from the identified results in this study. The fundament of the illustration is three different coloured circles, representing the three main topics of this report. The database of each investigated metal allows the Öko-Institut to assign each metal to a certain position in the restriction circles. The position indicates which main topic is relevant for the certain metal. As the restriction circles are overlapping each other, this enables to express the importance / relevance of two or three main topics for the metal. For example, due to its position, Metal 1 shows recycling restrictions. Metal 5 – situated in the overlapping zone between 'demand growth' and 'recycling restrictions' – possesses aspects from both critical topics.
For a profound classification and differentiation of the metals, the following sub-criteria are taken into account by the Öko-Institut:

- **Demand growth**
  - Rapid demand growth: > 50\% increase of total demand until 2020
  - Moderate demand growth > 20\% increase of total demand until 2020

- **Supply risks**
  - Regional concentration of mining (> 90\% share of the global mining in the major three countries)
  - Physical scarcity (reserves compared to annual demand)
  - Temporary scarcity (time lag between production and demand)
  - Structural or technical scarcity (metal is just a minor product in a coupled production and inefficiencies occur in the mining process, production and manufacturing)

- **Recycling restrictions**
  - High scale of dissipative applications
  - Physical/chemical limitations for recycling
  - Lack of suitable recycling technologies and/or recycling infrastructures
  - Lack of price incentives for recycling

The different metals under investigation will be screened with the help of the (sub-)criteria and then herby prioritized. E.g. a metal fulfilling several of the sub-criteria for supply risks will be 'labeled' as 'serious supply risks'.

The metals will be finally classified regarding the timeline – as critical in a short-term perspective (next 5 years), in a mid-term perspective (until ca. 2020) or in a long-term perspective (2050). This prioritization and its highlighted facts and arguments have been discussed with UNEP; EU Commission and the external experts on 30 September in Paris for comments and verification.
Future sustainable technologies (FST)

Basis for this report is a comprehensive analysis of eleven ‘green minor metals’, which are important for certain future sustainable technologies (FST). The term ‘sustainable technologies’ has no official definition; it rather describes an assumption of technologies, their use implicates positive environmental effects.

- FST replace an obsolete technology and hereby reduce environmental impacts
- FST lead to emission reductions (e.g. automotive catalysts)
- FST provide power efficiency during the production or consumption phase (e.g. energy efficient LED lamps)
- FST can be used to monitor political or social behaviour causing negative environmental effects (e.g. electronic devices in satellites for environmental surveillance)

Each of the analyzed metals is used at least in one FST-application. Nevertheless, many of the introduced metals are also used for other applications, which can not directly be regarded as FST. In consideration of possible scarcities of availability among the checked metals, it is exceedingly necessary to describe all demand-driving applications and their predicted development. To improve the comprehension and readability of the analyzed metals, the Öko-Institut decided to appoint 4 major application clusters:

I. EEE Technologies
II. Photovoltaic Technologies
III. Battery Technologies
IV. Catalysts

Figure 3 shows the major cluster and a belonging box containing several metals which are needed for applications out this sector. Therefore, some metals occur twice (e.g. germanium) due to their adaptability in different application clusters. It is important to mention that the listed metals represent a selection; it is not to be understood as entire.

---

Figure 3: Application cluster and exemplary metals belonging to the particular cluster (graphic by Öko-Institut)
Beside the main FST-cluster the Öko-Institut investigation has identified some further innovations/applications, which could be considered as FST and which are associated with critical metals. For example specific alloys of aircraft turbines implicating higher security levels and reductions of fuel consumption as well as greenhouse gas emissions.

**Current recycling of critical metals**

A successful recycling of the assessed critical metals is very important regarding increase of resource efficiency, avoidance of possible scarcities and reduction of the overall environmental impacts\(^3\) linked with the life cycles of the critical metals. Furthermore the positive contribution of the recycling sector to employment and to adding value should be taken into account.

Concerning the recycling of metals two major fields should be differentiated:

In the most cases **pre-consumer recycling**, which means the recycling of production scrap of manufacturing processes (‘new scrap’) is the easier task compared to post-consumer recycling. The following general advantages can be stated for pre-consumer recycling:

- Mostly high concentrations of the distinguished metal in new scrap,
- Well-known and definite source of waste generation,
- Continuous new scrap formation (logistic friendly),
- Very often high volumes of new scrap formation (economy of scale).

**Post-consumer recycling** of critical metals is often a much more difficult task – even in the case of valuable precious metals. The main reasons are:

- Low metal concentrations in waste flows: dissipative applications;
- The critical metal is a minor composition in a complex material matrix (many other metals, plastics etc.);
- Regarding consumer applications like automotives or electrical and electronic equipment (EEE), metal concentration in a single unit is very low and the final end-use often takes place in emerging or developing countries without sufficient take-back and collection systems for secondary materials.

Despite these restrictions today the post-consumer recycling of many critical metals is in a ripe status due to sophisticated and continuously improved recycling technologies. The next figure shows a post-consumer automotive catalyst. Typically a range between 2g and 5g per unit is the content of Platinum Group Metals (PGM) like platinum, palladium and rhodium in automotive catalysts. **This means a PGM concentration of > 1000 ppm – more than 100 times higher compared to natural ores.** Therefore automotive catalysts are interesting secondary materials for the recycling of critical metals like PGM and special refining plants are working with **very high recovery rates** (> 90% for the PGM). A more detailed technical insight is given in the final report of this study. A very relevant secondary material in a global scale is waste of EEE (WEEE) which fulfilled the criteria of a complex matrix

---

\(^3\) Besides the entire saving of natural resources the recycling of metals usually shows much lower environmental impacts (lower energy demand, greenhouse gas emissions etc.) compared with the production of primary metals from natural ores.
material with dissipative concentrations of critical metals like palladium and indium. But besides the mentioned disadvantages, e-scrap (WEEE)\(^4\) has also interesting recycling characteristics. Typical e-scrap like circuit boards contains a spectrum of metals like copper, tin, cobalt, gold, silver, indium, palladium, platinum etc. Due to its complexity e-scrap is a really challenging task for recycling technologies. Appropriate recycling of e-scrap promises parallel recovery of several interesting and valuable metals.

![Post consumer scrap - automotive catalyst and E-scrap - circuit boards](image)

In the final report, an overview about Umicore’s integrated metals smelter and associated metals separation units at Hoboken/Antwerp is given. This plant with a clear focus on end-of-life materials and by-products is able to recover 17 different metals – many of them under focus in this UNEP study. Typical input in Hoboken is e-scrap, spent industrial and automotive catalysts etc. The plant has an input capacity of about 350,000 tons.

For some metals like tantalum in dissipative applications (cell phones), lithium (e.g. batteries), rare earths (broad spectrum of applications), gallium and germanium there are until today none recycling technologies in commercial scales running or at most first steps in small (pilot) plants are initiated.

Furthermore some applications of critical metals are so new, that relevant mass flows of post-consumer materials will reach the waste management sector not until in a few years. A prominent field are solar cells for photovoltaic. Depending on the solar cell type indium, tellurium gallium and/or germanium are used in growing amount in this future sustainable technology. Compared to the rapidly growing installation of many million square meters of solar cells per year there are still no appropriate capacities and technologies installed.\(^5\)


\(^5\) It should be mentioned, that the expected lifetimes of solar cells should be at least one or two decades.
In the case of battery applications the European Battery Directive is a driver for action due to soon mandatory collection and recycling rates for different battery types. Umicore is running a special plant for the common smelting of lithium ion and Ni-metal hydrid batteries in Sweden. The main products of the overall recycling steps are cobalt oxides and nickel hydroxide, which are used for the manufacturing of new batteries. Copper is an important side-product within the process. Nevertheless the recycling of lithium compounds is not purpose of this process (lithium moves as slag component out of the process).

The assessment of the current recycling technologies has shown that a couple of interesting technologies and real working plants are already available for the recycling of many critical metals (see final report for more details).

**Recycling infrastructure for critical metals**

As an example in the next figure the recycling chain for automotive catalysts is performed. It has been stated that post-consumer automotive catalysts are quite uncomplicated materials compared with others like e-scrap, batteries etc. Nevertheless the illustrated recycling chain gives an idea about possible weak points, which could cause severe total losses of platinum group metals.

![Recycling Chain for Automotive Catalysts](image)

One problem could be the non-appropriate handling during transport (open boxes) and transfers steps. The valuable precious metals are located on the surface of the shock-sensitive ceramic. So, diffuse losses could occur in the case of non-sensitive handling by non-professional actors. Furthermore the de-canning step (separation of the metallic casing from the ceramic which contains the precious metals) needs an installation with a good dust collection system. **If good housekeeping rules are violated or dismantling takes place in**
'backyards’ in the grey market zones, serious losses of the desired critical metals are very probably. The ELV\(^6\) has set clear rules for the handling of automotive catalysts in the EU and in 2007 28 t platinum and 31 t palladium are recovered from automotive catalysts in a global scale (almost 15\% of the global mining production). But despite this pleasant development it has to be underlined that even in the EU (especially in the new member states) the collection systems are not perfect at all. But far more concern has to be taken on to the fact, that via used vehicles (transport via seaports or highways) serious amounts of automotive catalysts leave developed countries with legislation systems like in the EU. In Germany, for instance, about 80\% of the de-registered passenger cars leave the country. Many of them to other EU states like Poland. But a large number of cars have the destination Africa, Middle East etc. Because of the fundamental lack of take-back and collection systems for post-consumer materials like automotive catalysts in many of the destination countries, bad road conditions and lack of technical maintenance (damage of the catalysts), the total loss of increasing amount of platinum group metals is likely. This is backed by field studies in Africa.

Concerning the current recycling infrastructure for other types of pre- and post-consumer scraps which are relevant within the focus of the study, the following short statements can be made:

- Industrial catalysts: mature recycling infrastructure systems all over the world realized; the suppliers of the catalysts are very often also the institutions for the recycling of the containing special and precious metals,
- Photovoltaic: recycling infrastructure for pre-consumer recycling are initiated or improved in the last years; post-consumer recycling has to be developed in the next years in Europe and world wide
- Batteries: collection systems are initiated since a couple of years in Europe, further improvements could be expected due to the collection and recycling quotas of the European Battery Directive\(^7\); serious lack of recycling infrastructure in developing countries has to be addressed in the future,
- EEE applications: recycling infrastructure in Europe was developed in the last years, but further progress is necessary to address an optimized recycling of the metals despite the very heterogeneous applications (cell phones, TVs, note books, etc.); recycling infrastructure in emerging economies and developing countries are a very crucial challenge due to an almost total lack of basic collection and infrastructure systems.

The details of the required recycling infrastructure depend mainly on the types of products and the applications. In the case of batteries for instance separations steps before entering the metallurgical processes are not necessary (except large batteries for hybrid electric vehicles for which a dismantling of the casing makes sense). In the case of EEE, a

separation of the different main types of EEE (large consumer goods etc.) are common as well as manual first separation steps of main components (e.g. separation of cathode ray tubes from TVs).

**Prioritization of critical metals**

In Figure 6 the overall results for the critical metals under investigation in this study (for details see final report) are summarized and the results of the prioritization process are delivered. Final step of the prioritization process is to interpret the conclusions from the detailed restriction-analyse and bring them together with a short-, mid- and long-term timeline. Figure 6 shows the results of this time-regarding classification. Each time category is composed of a criteria-setting with the above-explained distinguishing in rapid or moderate demand growth and serious or moderate risks.

Within the next five years (short-term perspective), Öko-Institut estimates that the metals tellurium, indium and gallium to be regarded as most critical due to rapid demand growth as well as serious supply risks combined with moderate recycling restrictions. In a mid-term perspective, the metals: rare earths, lithium, tantalum, palladium, platinum and ruthenium are becoming crucial. Finally, in a long-term perspective till 2050, only germanium and cobalt are regarded to become critical (details see final report).

Need for coordinated action is necessary for all of the investigated critical metals to reduce environmental burden of the primary production (enhanced production share of secondary metals) and ensure the resource base for important sustainable future technologies like solar cells, catalysts etc. Nevertheless in the case of tellurium, indium and gallium special activities of UNEP and other international and regional bodies are recommended due to the urgency of possible critical supply situations etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>timeline</th>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>short-term</strong> (within next 5 years)</td>
<td>Tellurium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ rapid demand growth</td>
<td>Indium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ serious supply risks</td>
<td>Gallium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate recycling restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>mid-term</strong> (till 2020)</td>
<td>Rare earths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ rapid demand growth</td>
<td>Lithium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>Tantalum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ serious recycling restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or:</td>
<td>Palladium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate supply risks</td>
<td>Platinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate recycling restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>long-term</strong> (till 2050)</td>
<td>Germanium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate demand growth</td>
<td>Cobalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate supply risks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ moderate recycling restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Summarized prioritization regarding timeline of this study
Preconditions for an optimized recycling of critical metals

Taken the current situation and upcoming developments into account Öko-Institut identifies three different spheres of activities to promote the recycling of critical metals in the future decisively and insure the supply base for future sustainable technologies:

- The enlargement of recycling capacities,
- The development and realization of new recycling technologies and
- The accelerated improvement of international recycling infrastructures.

Enlargement of recycling capacities

As punctuated on important examples successful technologies for the recycling of many critical metals are already realized in a couple of special plants worldwide (mainly in Europe and Japan). But it is obvious that the existing capacities of these very particular plants will not be sufficient in the near future for the rapidly growing pre-consumer and more important post-consumer material flows, which will contain increasing total amounts of very valuable and important metals. This statement is backed by three different examples.

Platinum group metals from automotive catalysts

In chapter 0 of this UNEP study it is noted that in 2007 28 t platinum and 31 t palladium were recovered from automotive catalysts worldwide. In the same year the global gross-demand for the production of new automotive catalysts was 131 t platinum\(^8\) and 138 t palladium. The Umicore plant at Hoboken/Antwerp – one of the world largest sites for the recycling of precious metals in the world – has current capacities for 18 t platinum and 24 t palladium – from different waste inputs. That means in a about 10-15 years (average lifetimes of cars) a global capacity which is about six times higher than the total current capacity in Hoboken will be necessary for optimized global recycling capacities of platinum and palladium from spent automotive catalysts only. Furthermore optimized collection infrastructure for spent automotive catalysts will be required in the emerging economies and developing countries.

Indium

The second example is the important critical metal indium, which shows special urgency regarding the timeline due to rapid demand growth in different applications (LCD, solar cells). Umicore again announces for Indium a current recycling capacity of 50 t in its large Hoboken plant. But starting from a current net demand of about 610 t indium (and additionally 600 t indium delivered from mainly new-scrap recycling) and taking the expected strong increase rates for indium into account the amount of indium in post-consumer waste flows will be at least 3 times higher in 2015 compared with 2007. That means capacities for pre-treatment and refining of indium have to be enhanced remarkably in the next 5 years to address the upcoming post-consumer indium flows from applications with often quite low life-times like computer notebooks.

\(^8\) For instance, the platinum demand for automotive catalysts has shown a strong growth in the last 20 years. E.g. in 1998 the global platinum demand for this application was just 69 t.
Tellurium from photovoltaic applications

The tellurium demand is rapidly growing triggered by a boom of Cd-Te thin film solar cells. This could double or even triple the global tellurium demand in the next years and tellurium recycling will get a key role to ensure a satisfying tellurium demand in the future due to serious supply restrictions from natural resources. Therefore the global recycling infrastructures and capacities for the recycling of solar cells, new scrap and as well for post-consumer solar cells have to be built up. In this context the expansion of the current EU WEEE Directive on solar cells for photovoltaic should be focused seriously in the next years. The demonstrated enormous demand for an expansion of the recycling capacities in the EU and worldwide respectively means a tremendous need for investments in particular technical installations (several billions of USD investment costs). Furthermore there is a continuous need for knowledge transfer and education of more skilled people, who have to plan and run further recycling plants in the future.

Development and realization of new recycling technologies

Taken the results of this study into account, there is urgent need for further improvements and optimizations of existing recycling technologies – especially on the interface of suitable pre-treatment steps with core refinery plant performances. For instance further improvements for gallium, indium and tellurium which focus on quite new LCD and solar cell applications are necessary and should be backed by national, EU and international research programs. The growth of photovoltaic for example demands on a secure supply base of these important critical metals. Need for research and development of total new technical procedures and recycling and refining concepts could be stated for:

- tantalum in dissipative EEE applications like cell phones,
- distinguished rare earth metals like europium etc. and
- lithium applications (current problem: missing economic incentives)

Accelerated improvement of international recycling infrastructures

In several cooperative research activities with Umicore Öko-Institut has proved the fact that the main problems of the current recycling of critical metals are the lack of suitable take-back and collecting systems for post-consumer waste flows in most parts of the world. It should be underscored that practices like shown in the following figure are the reality for the recycling of critical metals today in most parts of the world. This means serious health risks for the people and tremendous losses of valuable critical metals.

Therefore there is an enormous need for know-how and technology transfer from the developed countries to the emerging economies in Asia, Africa and Latin America and to the developing countries, too. The global recycling for critical metals will fail in a large scale if a decisive improvement of the basic recycling infrastructure (first step: appropriate local and regional take-back and collecting systems; second step: appropriate pre-treatment steps → no open use of fire and chemicals in backyards!) in these countries will not succeed in the next 5-10 years. Especially Europe has the experiences and premises (leading level of technical, legal and logistical know-how to build up circular economies!) to contribute to these global target decisively. This means a serious responsibility for the EU and also Japan, USA etc. But on the other hand side the leading countries in the recycling of critical metals will get also in an economic, technological and political pole position.
In the next five to ten years the following potentials for critical metals could be achieved if the above - performed measures will be realized consequently:

- For platinum and palladium 70% share of the gross demand could be satisfied through recycling until 2020 (today about 45%).
- In case of cobalt further moderate increase of the recycling percentage of at least 30% is regarded as realistic until 2020 (depending on applications with long-term lifetime).
- Concerning the “new” critical metals indium, gallium, germanium, tellurium and ruthenium in the next five years appropriate post-consumer recycling infrastructures and well shaped pre-treatment and refining technologies will be essential. By achieving these tasks, remarkable recycling quotas for these important critical metals for FST are possible.
- Regarding tantalum, lithium and the rare earths basic research in suitable recycling processes are required due to their crucial chemical behaviour in actual recycling processes.

Conclusions and recommendations
Öko-Institut likes to give the following conclusions and recommendations concerning the investigated critical metals within this short term study:

- The expected demand growth for the investigated critical metals could indicate different developments:
  - Growth of environmental-friendly technologies (e.g. photovoltaic, energy storage devices, catalysts for emission reductions etc.);
  - growth of overall mining production combined with related environmental stress;
  - enormous increase of the meaning of recycling technologies and related infrastructures in the next 5-10 years,
Investments of several billions USD will be essential for an enhanced circular economy regarding critical metals to satisfy demand growth and to reduce overall environmental impacts!

A further successful development concerning the recycling of critical metals will create additional employment in the developed countries as well in the emerging economies and the developing countries.

- We would like to recommend UNEP and its Resource Panel as well as the EU (on the occasion of their new strategy to address EU critical needs for raw materials) to give the investigated critical metals with short term risks (gallium, tellurium, indium) a special focus in their work and policies during the next years; furthermore the tremendous resource efficiency potentials of the other metals should also be targeted.

- We would like to suggest profound research and development regarding to single metals of the rare earth elements due to their demand growth, supply risks (regional concentration) and their identified serious recycling restrictions. Also basic research on metals with serious technical recycling problems like tantalum in dissipative applications is very important.

- Furthermore research, development and initiation of recycling technologies corresponding to specific fields of applications (e.g. solar panels & indium containing LCD-monitors) is an urgent task, as well as legislation measurements (WEEE etc.)

- We would like to support regional (EU) as well as international organizations (UNEP, OECD) to multiply their engagement for the monitoring and controlling of illegal scrap-exports usually containing critical metals (e.g. WEEE, ELV etc.)

- Finally we would like to underscore that enhanced know-how transfer and international cooperation regarding the increasing stocks of used products in developing countries (e.g. old cars containing auto catalysts, electronic devices etc., used consumer electronics, batteries etc.) is crucial in order to avoid serious supply restrictions regarding valuable critical metals for future sustainable technologies.

The most important framework conditions that could help to foster technologies for the implementation of closed-loop recycling systems for critical metals are summarized as results of the study:

- Financial support by the EU regarding new recycling technologies for critical metals: A specified EU critical metals recycling program could include the encouragement of research & development activities as well as the installation of first demonstration plants. Such a program should focus on issues demanding for new technological solutions like the closed-loop recycling of lithium and rare earths from batteries and tantalum from electronic scraps etc.

- Special investment programs including low interest credits are important building blocks (e.g. by the Member States) to support the design and realization of large scale recycling plants for critical metals.
- Continuous improvements of the **EU legislation system** to ensure high plant utilizations for critical metals:
  - Extension of the WEEE Directive regarding the collection and recycling of post-consumer photo-voltaic modules (recycling of indium, gallium, tellurium etc.).
  - Further development of the ELV concerning critical metals due to the dismantling and recycling of large batteries from electric vehicles.
  - Improved legal frameworks for the distinction of used goods and scraps (e.g. in the case of WEEE, ELV) designated for the export in non-EU countries to rise the collection rate.
- **Establishment of Best Practice Guidelines** for the entire recycling value-chain for different applications / types of critical metals, inclusive product-design, collection, dismantling and pre-treatment on European level, bringing together the knowledge of the different stakeholders and considering different regulative area.
- **Campaigns and initiatives** by the EU and the Member States to draw attention of the public to the importance and value of critical metals: The activities should focus on used consumer goods, which are often bunker for many years attempt less in households (e.g. mobile phones in drawers).
- **Comprehensive adaption** of technological issues regarding the recycling of critical metals in existing courses of study (special programs and professorships).
- **Technology transfer** and international cooperation should be decisively accelerated by international recycling conferences, technological implementation programs in emerging economies and developing countries and specific scientific exchange programs.
1 Introduction and background

UNEP DTIE has commissioned Öko-Institut e.V. in August 2008 to carry out a small scale funding project entitled "Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential" in line with the activities agreed on in the Grant signed between UNEP and the European Commission and in relation to UNEP’s work on Sustainable Innovation. Basis for this study regarding contents is UNEP’s ToR “Proposal of sustainable innovation and technology transfer, industrial sector studies, including final draft Terms of Reference: Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential.”

The focus of this study lies on future sustainable technologies, such as renewable energies and energy efficient technologies, which will make use of indium (In), germanium (Ge), tantalum (Ta), PGM [platinum group metals, such as ruthenium (Ru), platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd)], tellurium (Te), cobalt (Co), lithium (Li), gallium (Ga), RE (rare earths) and other ‘high tech metals’. These are also classified as ‘green minor metals’, which are the basis for cleaner technology innovation. The first objective is to analyse in depth the global availability and expectations for the development of the critical metals’ demand, supply and prices. Secondly, the study focuses on the comprehensive analysis of their recycling potential and moreover the study will explore favourable framework conditions for critical metals recycling systems. As examples for previous pioneer studies related to these issues could be suggested the Öko-Institut's work on automotive catalysts, [Hochfeld 1997], Andersson's very readable PhD thesis “Material constraints on technology evolution: the case of scare metals and emerging energy technologies” [Andersson 2001] and the joint Umicore/Öko-Institut's in-depth analysis "Materials flow of platinum group metals" [GFMS 2005].

This study “Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential” is in line with UNEP’s mission and vision, in particular in regard to resource efficiency/sustainable consumption and production, which is one priority of UNEP’s mid-term strategy. The results of this study will feed into the work of the resource panel, the preparation of the 10-year framework of programs on SCP (Marrakech Process), and hence finally into the 2010/2011 cycle of the Commission on Sustainable Development. These activities will help to accomplish the ultimate goal to stimulate sustainable innovation leading to decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation.

---

9 The rare earths under investigation in this study include the 16 elements: yttrium (Y), lanthanum (La), cerium (Ce), praseodymium (Pr), neodymium (Nd), promethium (Pm), samarium (Sm), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), terbium (Tb), dysprosium (Dy), holmium (Ho), erbium (Er), thulium (Tm), ytterbium (Yb) and lutetium (Lu).

10 As well as the results of parallel UNEP-DTIE studies: e.g. “Recycling – from e-waste to Resources”
2 Objectives

The overall objectives of this study are:

- Analysis of the availability of critical metals that might become increasingly costly and short in supply due to the increased uptake of certain innovative technologies (e.g. renewable energy and energy efficient technologies)
- Analysis of the recycling potential including the existing recycling technologies for the identified metals and identification of gaps
- Proposed course of actions (policies, incentives, funds, etc.; instruments, models etc. to predict and monitor the availability of critical metals)

The selection of the above-mentioned metals and other 'high tech metals', also classified as 'green minor metals', follow the focus of this study: metals as basis for cleaner innovative technologies like energy-efficient batteries and lights, fuel cells and photovoltaic cells (e.g. thin film), catalysts etc. Other interesting metals like titanium or magnesium (used for lightweight applications) are not addressed by this study but should be also an issue for further UNEP investigations and activities in the future.

The specific objectives of the study are:

- Identification of critical metals and analysis of the global availability, geographical spread and prices of critical metals, which might experience an increased pressure on the supply due to a growing demand through the rising uptake of certain innovative technologies (e.g. renewable energy and energy efficient technologies);
- Prioritization of critical metals regarding growing demand and possible scarcities
- Analysis of recycling potential for the identified critical metals with high prioritization:
  - Assessment of the recycling potential considering existing recycling technologies for the identified critical metals including the identification of gaps;
  - Feasibility assessment for potential innovative technologies for the recycling of the identified metals including the identification of opportunities and barriers.
- Identification of framework conditions that could help to foster technologies which enable the implementation of closed-loop recycling systems for critical metals.

Figure 2.1: Graphical illustration of the basic work process of this study

The green minor metals under investigation are highlighted for an overview with green colour in the periodic system on the next page. For every metal under concern in this study the
specific characteristics concerning the supply and demand side and the current and future recycling potential are worked out and interpreted (see chapter 6).

Figure 2.2: Table of the elements with green highlighted metals, which are in focus of this study; illustration by Öko-Institut

Öko-Institut has confirmed UNEP DTIE that an important issue of the study is to work out a prioritization of the different metals concerning the attribute 'critical' (see chapter 0). All collected and in chapter 6 introduced data about the selected metals of this study will provide the basis for this prioritization. Finally, the results from the prioritization will be assessed to a timeline – as critical in a short-term perspective (next 5 years), in a mid-term perspective (until ca. 2020) and in a long-term perspective (2050). This provides an important data source for decision-makers about the temporary exigency of certain critical metals.
3 Scientific approach & methodology

3.1 Data Sources

For the fact finding process within this study Öko-Institut assessed different sources of information and collected first-hand data from different experts and institutions. Basic studies regarding critical metals on recommendation of UNEP play an important role in this process:

- 1. Profound analyze of current basic studies (for example):
  - Material security – Ensuring resource availability for the UK economy [Resource Efficiency 2008]
  - Study on global flow of metals – an example of material recycling [NIMS 2008]
  - Technologies innovantes et metaux High-Tech [BRGM 2008]

These recent publications from U.K., France, USA and Japan reflect the high relevance of the critical metal issue despite the different individual national conditions and perspectives. On the one hand side the value of these sources is to deliver data and facts about the green minor metals investigated for this UNEP study. On the other hand side a screening of the different methodical approaches concerning definition and classification/ranking of 'critical metals' is also very fruitful (see below).

Especially to get first hand-information about the current situation and the perspectives of recycling technologies and recycling infrastructures, team members of the Öko-Institut met experts of Umicore Precious Metals Refining in Hoboken, Antwerp.

- 2. Plant visit and intensive personal discussion with representatives from “Umicore Precious Metals Refining” Hoboken, Antwerp, Belgium

Without any doubt, Umicore is a global market leader regarding the recycling and refining of precious and special metals – many of them under the focus of this UNEP study like platinum, palladium, ruthenium, indium, tellurium etc. – and has therefore a tremendous practical competence in these issues. Furthermore Umicore is a manufacturer and/or supplier of special metals or metal-based (semi)-products for catalysts, batteries, applications in the solar industry etc. and has therefore a first-hand market overview for a couple of

---

11 For more details about the recycling of critical metals and a description of the recycling activities of Umicore and other companies see chapter 5 of this study.
the ‘green minor metals’. From this intensive expert interview Öko-Institut received a couple of further important information and additional opinions, regarding criteria for the assessment and ranking of critical metals which are not or not sufficiently addressed in the literature listed above.

Finally Öko-Institut investigates further interesting publications concerning critical metals as well as reliable and comprehensive websites of relevant institutions, enterprises, metal trading places and associations to get a profound data-basis for the results of this study:

3. Internet and literature research:
   - www.metal-pages.com
   - www.thebulliondesk.com
   - Website of the International Platinum Group Metals Association
   - Johnson Matthey publications
   - RWI/BGR/ISI study
   - USGS website and publications
   - UNEP/OECD proceedings
   - And many other sources: see chapter 10: Literature

4. Discussion with UNEP; European Commission and external experts on occasion of the “Second expert meeting on Sustainable Innovation” and incorporation of their comments and feedbacks.

3.2 Classification and prioritization of Critical Metals

Öko-Institut takes the most interesting methodologies regarding the term ‘critical metals’ into account. Nevertheless, Öko-Institut includes often underestimated but very important issues like minor-product phenomena on the demand side and special challenges like post-consumer recycling of metals in dissipative usages. Furthermore it should be mentioned that some of the criteria published by national bodies are helpful from a national perspective of certain countries (e.g. definition of supply risks for national economies), but not necessarily for an international point of view, which is focus of this study in co-operation with UNEP. For instance the recycling sectors regarding critical metals in Europe and Japan are in a quite different state of the art compared with other regions in the world. Of course, regions with a currently weak performance of recycling industries and infrastructures are – even more – dependent from regions with a very strong mining sector – especially in the case of a high regional concentration regarding the mining of certain metals.
For an overview regarding the classification of 'critical metals', Figure 2 reflects the issues of the UNEP project and helps to communicate the provided facts. All metals under investigation are classified according the three main topics:

- Demand growth
- Supply risks
- Recycling restrictions

Figure 2 shows the graphical basis illustration from the identified results in this study. The fundament of the illustration is three different coloured circles. They represent the three main topics 'demand'; 'supply' and 'recycling' of this report. The database of each investigated metal (see chapter 6) allows the Öko-Institut to assign each metal to a certain position in the restriction circles (see chapter 0). The position indicates which main topic is relevant for the certain metal. As the restriction circles are overlapping each other, this enables to express the importance/relevance of two or three main topics for the metal.
For example, due to its position, Metal 1 shows recycling restrictions. Metal 5 – situated in the overlapping zone between 'demand growth' and 'recycling restrictions' – possesses aspects from both critical topics.

For a profound classification and differentiation of the different metals, the following sub-criteria are taken into account by the Öko-Institut:

- **Demand growth**
  - Rapid demand growth: > 50% increase of total demand until 2020
  - Moderate demand growth > 20% increase of total demand until 2020

- **Supply risks**
  - Regional concentration of mining (> 90% share of the global mining in the major three countries)
  - Physical scarcity (reserves compared to annual demand)
  - Temporary scarcity (time lag between production and demand)
  - Structural or technical scarcity (metal is just a minor product in a coupled production and inefficiencies occur often in the mining process, production and manufacturing)

- **Recycling restrictions**
  - High scale of dissipative applications
  - Physical/chemical limitations for recycling
  - Lack of suitable recycling technologies and/or recycling infrastructures
  - Lack of price incentives for recycling

The different metals under investigation in this study will be screened with the help of the (sub-)criteria and then herby prioritized. E.g. a metal fulfilling several of the sub-criteria for supply risks will be 'labelled' as 'serious supply risks' (see chapter 0).

The metals will be finally classified regarding the timeline – as critical in a short-term perspective (next 5 years), in a mid-term perspective (until ca. 2020) or in a long-term perspective (2050)\(^{12}\). This prioritization and its highlighted facts and arguments have been discussed with UNEP; EU Commission and the external experts on 30 September in Paris for comments and verification.

Regarding future recycling challenges and perspectives (see chapter 0) and necessary policies for progress in resource efficiency (see chapter 0), Öko-Institut has focused mainly in the study on the critical metals under very urgent concern.

---

\(^{12}\) According to expert statements demand predictions beyond 2020 are to be regarded as very uncertain. Nevertheless, for long-term predictions can be found at [Halada 2008]
4 Future sustainable technologies (FST)

Basis for the existent report is a comprehensive analysis of eleven minor metals (‘green minor metals’), which are regarded to be important for certain future sustainable technologies (FST). The term ‘sustainable technologies’ has no official definition; it rather describes an assumption of technologies, their use implicates positive environmental effects. The reduction of environmental impacts can be reached in different ways:

- FST replace an obsolete technology and hereby reduce environmental impacts
- FST lead to emission reductions e.g. automotive catalysts
- FST provide power efficiency during the production or consumption phase (e.g. energy efficient LED lamps)
- FST can be used to monitor political or social behaviour causing negative environmental effects (e.g. electronic devices in satellites for environmental surveillance)

Each of the analyzed metals in this study is used at least in one FST-application. Nevertheless, many of the introduced metals are also used for other applications, which can not directly be regarded as FST. In consideration of possible scarcities of availability among the checked metals, it is exceedingly necessary to describe all demand-driving applications and their predicted development.

To improve the comprehension and readability of the analyzed metals in chapter 6 'Characteristics ‘critical metals'”, the Öko-Institut decided to appoint major application clusters, building a framework the profound analyse orientates on.

Figure 31 shows the four major application clusters:

V. EEE Technologies
VI. Photovoltaic Technologies
VII. Battery Technologies
VIII. Catalysts

The four application clusters can be regarded as super ordinate categories for FST Technologies. This means each cluster represents a certain spectrum of single FST-Technologies which can be concentrated in a cluster. The definition of the clusters used in this study was formed during the research phase while it got obvious that all investigated future sustainable technologies can be assumed to a certain super ordinate category.

Figure 31 also shows a box belonging to each cluster and containing several metals which are needed for applications out this sector. Therefore, some metals occur twice (e.g. germanium) due to their adaptability in different application clusters.
It is important to mention that the listed metals represent a selection; it is not to be understood as entire. In the case of photovoltaic, silicon was not included in this study due to its widespread natural deposits.

**4.1 Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE)**

Compared to the other application-clusters of this study, the field of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) is the widest and therefore most difficult to delimit. As EEE is fairly widespread through all activities of global economy and society, it is even quite hard to define certain industries
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or economic sectors in which EEE applications are not being used for. EEE applications can be found in areas like entertainment, military, medicine, consumer goods, navigation etc. Figure 4.2 shows a selection of critical metals used for EEE applications. The listed metals are to be understood as exemplary. Tantalum, indium and ruthenium represent the metals introduced and characterized in the corresponding chapter 6.1.

EEE applications occur as highly specialized devices, constructed for certain needs like for example night vision goggles for military or private applications, which are also about to become more and more important in the mass market for automotive navigation (see chapter 6.2.3). But EEE can also be multifunctional devices like cell phones, which nowadays tend to be communication unit, organizer, music player and much more, all stuffed into one gadget. At last, EEE occurs in form of very small (even tiny) products like Light Emitting Diodes (LED). In this case (see chapter 6.2.1) EEE’s are mass products, constructed of a simple application but in huge numbers.

Respecting the critical metals needed for EEE applications, it can be summarized that generally the amount of therefore needed critical metal in a single EEE unit is rather small. This dissipative usage of the critical metal aggravates technical and economical incentives for recovery and – in some cases – leads to a total loss of the used metal (e.g. tantalum in cell phones, see chapter 6.1.1).

As seen, the problem of delimitation of EEE application is combined with the fact, that a causal reliance between EEE and future sustainable technologies cannot be presumed. Mainly in the field of consumer goods, purchase decisions are being made because of personal preferences and attitudes and not because of economic or environmental reasons. But in some cases reliance between EEE applications and FST can be acknowledged: see chapter 6.1.2 (indium): energy efficient Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED).

4.2 Photovoltaic Technologies (PV)

The application cluster of photovoltaics (PV) refers entirely to the PV industry sector.

Solar cells are able to transfer sunlight (exactly the electromagnetic spectrum) into electrical energy. Except the production phase, energy recovery takes place without needing fossil fuels or emitting carbon dioxide. Therefore it is obvious why PV technology is to be regarded as FST.

The entire PV-sector can be divided in the two major fields: space and terrestrial applications. While the technology is unrivalled in space applications, capacity improvement and cost reduction in the field of terrestrial applications is essential (and apparent!) to compete successful with other renewable energies like water or wind power.
Critical metals play a major role in the manufacturing process of the new generation of high capacity cells. Figure 4.1 shows a selection of these minor metals needed in the production. As indium is already being introduced in chapter 6.1.2, the study focuses in the PV cluster on the metals gallium, tellurium and germanium.

4.3 Battery technologies

Batteries understood as future sustainable technology relate only to rechargeable accumulators and not – as the title may indicate – to primary batteries, which lack of the recharge capability. It is the repeatable capability of storing energy that makes batteries very important for other FST applications like renewable energies and electronic gearing in vehicles. The tremendous debates and developments of rechargeable lithium batteries for energy storage in stationary and mobile applications is a prominent example.

Battery technology is being applied for some decades, but the sector actually experiences a change due to new requirements the branch is facing with. On the one hand side batteries have to store more energy with an increasing capacity (e.g. electric cars). On the other hand side, for lots of applications the batteries have to shrink in size (e.g. EEE devices like cell phones) and the battery producers have to face the problem to reduce the battery size without affecting the capacity.

Due to the relatively long usage of batteries, recycling technologies and collecting infrastructures are fairly widespread and in many countries a common praxis.

Figure 4.2 shows a selection of critical metals used for battery applications. The red circle indicates that chapter 6.3 introduces the metals cobalt and lithium, while rare earths are being introduced in connection with the chapter of catalyst technologies (see chap. 6.4).

4.4 Catalyst technologies

The field of catalyst technologies is very manifold and complex. Generally catalysts are being used to accelerate chemical reactions. Furthermore, catalysts are useful because they leave no residue in the solution they fastened up. This aspect makes catalyst materials interesting for recycling. Generally, a huge number of catalysts in different industries (oil industry, chemical industry etc.) are applied. Catalysts in automotives and catalysts
in the production of polymers are two major applications in which critical metals are used for. As an automotive catalyst reduces significantly the emission from the engine and improves the efficiency, this technology has definitely to be regarded as FST. A car without a catalyst is unthinkable at present. For automotive catalysts, the so-called Platinum Group Metals (PGM; a group subsuming the precious metals) as well as rare earths play a superordinate role, as they are represented in each single automotive catalyst.

Concerning catalysts for the polymerization (see chap. 6.2.3: germanium), there is no obvious link to future sustainable technologies. But as the use of germanium for catalysts is a demand-driving application, it has to be regarded as important for the demand development of this particular metal.

Figure 4.3 shows a selection of critical metals in the use as catalysts. Therefore, the corresponding chapter 6.4 introduces the metals platinum, palladium and rare earths. All mentioned other metals belonging to this cluster are already introduced in former chapters.

It should be underlined that all the mentioned FST applications are showing above-average growth rates.
5 Current recycling of critical metals

A successful recycling of the critical metals which are under assessment in this study is very important regarding increase of resource efficiency, avoidance of possible scarcities and reduction of the overall environmental impacts\(^\text{13}\) linked with the life cycles of the critical metals. Furthermore the positive contribution of the recycling sector to employment and to adding value should be taken into account.

In this chapter an overview about the general situation of the current recycling of critical metals are given. In sub-chapter 5.1 the current technological situation of the recycling is addressed. Beside sophisticated recycling technologies efficient recycling infrastructure systems are essential for successful recycling. Therefore sub-chapter 0 deals with the current situation regarding the recycling infrastructure for critical metals. Success stories as well as current weak points will be shown.

In chapter 6 further specific information about the recycling of the different metals tantalum (Ta), indium (In), ruthenium (Ru), gallium (Ga), tellurium (Te), germanium (Ge), cobalt (Co), lithium (Li), platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd) and rare earths (RE) are presented. Finally in chapter 0 important “Preconditions for an optimized recycling of critical metals” are performed, which are necessary for a further enhancement of critical metals recycling in the future.

5.1 Recycling technologies for critical metals

Concerning the recycling of metals two major fields should be differentiated:

- pre-consumer recycling (recycling of new scrap) and
- post-consumer recycling (recycling of old scrap).

In the most cases pre-consumer recycling, which means the recycling of production scrap of manufacturing processes (‘new scrap’) is the easier task compared to post-consumer recycling. Therefore pre-consumer recycling is very common for bulk metals like iron/steel, copper, aluminium etc. as well as for many precious and special metals. The following general advantages could be stated for pre-consumer recycling:

- mostly high concentrations of the distinguished metal in new scrap,
- well-known and definite source of waste generation,
- continuous new scrap formation (logistic friendly),
- very often high volumes of new scrap formation (economy of scale).

\(^{13}\) Besides the entire saving of natural resources the recycling of metals usually shows much lower environmental impacts (lower energy demand, greenhouse gas emissions etc.) compared with the production of primary metals from natural ores: details see for instance [GFMS 2005], [Umicore/Öf 2008].
In the case of critical metals with a very high specific value like platinum even new scrap streams with very low concentrations are successfully collected and afterwards recycled in special refining plants (see below). For instance in the field of handcrafted jewellery manufacturing, goldsmiths clean their hands with wood wool to keep losses of precious metals to a minimum [Ackermann 2002; Groß-Stahl 2001]. In industrial manufacture of jewellery, large numbers of pieces of jewellery (e.g. wedding rings) are produced. On average, around 40% of the material used is not found in a particular piece of jewellery, but rather in production scrap that is then channelled into recycling. Where pure materials emerge in processing, they are partly re-melted in the plant. Bullion material is collected and – in the case of large companies – delivered on a weekly basis to refiners [Bunz 2002; Kleindrucker 2002; Dornbusch 2002]. This bullion material contains materials occurring in mechanical processing (filing, for example). Sweeps and materials recovered from wastewater are also delivered to refiners [Bunz 2002; Dornbusch 2002].

Exceptions to the rule “pre-consumer recycling is a fast-selling item” could only occur in the cases:

- The critical metal is a quite cheap material (lack of economic incentive); 14
- The critical metal is just in a low concentration content of a production scrap (and maybe the matrix material is adverse to existing recycling technologies);
- The application of the critical metal is quite new and the overall (global) metal amounts are very low (lack of economy of scale).

Regarding the last exception (new application, low total amount) the example of ruthenium in sputter target processes (for computer hard disk production) is demonstrative. After a dramatic push for the global ruthenium demand in recent years due to the boom of the hard disk production the related industry has now reacted and built up the necessary infrastructures for the appropriate collection and refining of the enormous percentages of 'ruthenium new scrap' in this manufacturing processes (see also chapter 6.1.3). The high ruthenium prices and the remarkable amounts of 'ruthenium waste' have triggered this recent development. [JM 2008a]

On the other hand side post-consumer recycling of critical metals is often a much more difficult task – even in the case of valuable precious metals. The main reasons are:

- low metal concentrations in waste flows: dissipative applications;
- The critical metal is a minor composition in a complex material matrix (many other metals, plastics etc.);

14 The price of Lithium for instance is about 1,000 times lower compared with platinum (for details see chapter 6).
Regarding consumer applications like automotives or electrical and electronic equipment (EEE): e.g. just about hundred tons of a metal like platinum are sold in many million single product units per year worldwide. The final end-use for an increasing share of these million units takes place in emerging or developing countries without sufficient take-back and collection systems for secondary materials.

Despite these restrictions today the post-consumer recycling of many critical metals is in a ripe status due to sophisticated and continuously improved recycling technologies. The next figure shows a post-consumer automotive catalyst. Typically a range between 2g and 5g per unit is the content of Platinum Group Metals (PGM) like platinum, palladium and rhodium in automotive catalysts. [GFMS 2005] This means a PGM concentration of > 1000 ppm – more than 100 times higher compared to natural ores.

![Post consumer scrap - automotive catalyst](photo by courtesy of Umicore Precious Metals Refining)

Therefore automotive catalysts are interesting secondary materials for the recycling of critical metals like PGM and special refining plants are working with very high recovery rates (> 90% for the PGM). This good recycling situation for automotive catalysts does not indicate that generally all metals used in catalysts can be recycled. For some applications of catalyst-metals, e.g. used for the polymerization of plastics, like germanium described in 6.2.3, a total loss of the catalyst-metal is observed because the metal remains in the polymer products. This means, the usage of germanium in this process leads to a total loss of this metal.
A more detailed technical insight is given below in this sub-chapter and a description of the necessary recycling infrastructure – the related success stories and the weak points – are discussed in sub-chapter 0.

A very relevant secondary material in a global scale is waste of EEE (WEEE\textsuperscript{15}) which fulfilled the criteria of a complex matrix material with dissipative concentrations of critical metals like palladium and indium\textsuperscript{16}. But besides the mentioned disadvantages e-scrap (WEEE) has also interesting characteristics regarding recycling. Typical e-scrap like circuit boards (see next figure) contains a spectrum of interesting metals like copper, tin, cobalt, gold, silver, indium, palladium, platinum etc. That means e-scrap is a really challenging task for recycling technologies due to its complexity. But on the other hand side the appropriate recycling of e-scrap

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{e-scrap_circuit_boards.jpg}
\caption{E-scrap - circuit boards (photo by courtesy of Umicore Precious Metals Refining)}
\end{figure}


\textsuperscript{16} The following description of recycling technologies and processes doesn’t focus on large EEE consumer goods like washing machines, refrigerators etc. Their different material composition compared to smaller IT and consumer goods like notebooks and cell phones etc. causes a different recycling process chain. The recycling of these large EEE consumer goods focuses on their main components steel and plastics.
promises the parallel recovery of several interesting and valuable metals – EEE could be regarded as ‘mine above ground’. [Umicore/ÖI 2008]

In the next figure a flow sheet with an overview about Umicore’s integrated metals smelter and associated metals separation units at Hoboken/Antwerp is given. This plant with a clear focus on end-of-life materials and by-products is able to recover 17 different metals – many of them under focus in this UNEP study: the critical metals indium, tellurium, platinum, palladium and ruthenium. Typical end-of-life products as input in Hoboken are e-scrap, spent industrial catalysts, spent automotive catalysts etc. The plant has an input capacity of about 350,000 tons. Umicore announces the following yearly output capacities for the bulk metals lead (125,000 t), copper (30,000 t), nickel (2,000 t), tin (1,000 t), antimony (3,000 t) and for the special and precious metals silver (2,400 t), gold (100 t), platinum (18 t), palladium (24 t), rhodium (5 t), bismuth (400 t), indium (50 t), tellurium (150 t), selenium (600 t). [Umicore 2008]. For the output metals ruthenium, iridium and arsenic no capacity figures are published by Umicore. Furthermore 140,000 t is the output capacity of the side-product slag, which is used as aggregate for concrete. The slag still contains metals like tantalum (as oxide) in very low concentrations, which are problematic for recovery. Due to its chemical characteristics metals like tantalum tend to oxidize easily. Therefore Umicore does not recover tantalum [Umicore 2008] in the current refining process.
In the flow sheet above the material flows and main process units around Umicore’s integrated smelter are performed. After sampling and (depending on the end-of-life material) pre-treatment operations the input materials are transferred into the large smelter. Plastic components (circuit boards) are used as reducing agents and fuel substitutes. The obtained copper bullion (copper has the function of a so-called collector-metal) is transferred into a leaching and electro-winning process to separate copper from the precious metals. The precious metals are separated from themselves and purified in the precious metals refinery by complex hydro-metallurgical operations. Silver, gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium and iridium are recovered in this operation unit and get ready for the use in jewellery, automotive und industrial catalysts, electronic industry etc.

The lead slag phase (lead worked as collector metal for special metals) is transferred from the smelter into a special blast furnace. In this process unit, lead bullion is separated from a copper matte phase (back into integrated smelter) and a nickel speiss phase. From the last one, nickel is recovered in the nickel refinery (separated precious metals are transferred into the precious metals refinery). The lead bullion, which contains silver, indium, tellurium, selenium, bismuth, antimony, arsenic and tin is purified via different steps to lead and the eight different other metals are separated as high purity metals.
It should be underscored that the Hoboken plant of Umicore is unique regarding the flexibility of very different input materials (very different by-product and post-consumer materials). Regarding the most critical metals under concern in this UNEP study it is important to say that worldwide just 5-10 different plants are in a technological performance to refine e.g. indium, tellurium, ruthenium etc. from different pre- and post-consumer materials. Regional focus for these special refining plants is mainly Europe and Japan. Examples are the Norddeutsche Raffinerie AG in Germany (Europe’s largest copper producer) for precious and some special metals from e-scrap via the copper refining process, Boliden in Sweden/Finland [Boliden 2008], Johnson Matthey in USA/UK [JM 2008b] and DOWA [DOWA 2008] in Japan.

For some metals like tantalum in dissipative applications (cell phones), lithium (e.g. batteries), rare earths (broad spectrum of applications), gallium and germanium (up-to-date just very small and dissipative amounts in post-consumer materials) there are until today none recycling technologies in commercial scales running or at most first steps in small (pilot) plants are initiated (see chapter 6 for recycling details of the single metals).

Furthermore some applications of critical metals are so new, that relevant mass flows of post-consumer materials will reach the waste management sector not until in a few years. A prominent field are solar cells for photovoltaic. Depending on the solar cell type indium, tellurium gallium and/or germanium are used in growing amount in this future sustainable technology. Compared to the rapidly growing installation of many million square meters of solar cells per year there are still no appropriate capacities and technologies installed.\textsuperscript{17}

An appropriate recycling technology is recently established in Germany for the recycling of tellurium from CdTe thin-film solar cells. [Euwid 2008] [First Solar 2008b]

In the case of battery applications the European Battery Directive is a driver for action due to soon mandatory collection and recycling rates for different battery types. Umicore is running a special plant for the common smelting of lithium ion and Ni-metal hydrid batteries in Sweden (for more detailed information about the Umicore Val’Eas® process of battery recycling see [Meskers et al 2009]). In the next figure a flow sheet about the battery recycling process of Umicore is given. The shown recovery process refers as well to rechargeable as to non-rechargeable batteries. The main products of the overall recycling steps are cobalt oxides and nickel hydroxide, which are used for the manufacturing of new batteries. Copper is an important side-product within the process. Nevertheless the recycling of lithium compounds is not purpose of this process (lithium moves as slag component out of the process and is not being recovered as metal or metal component).

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{battery_recycling_flow_sheet.png}
\caption{Battery Recycling Flow Sheet}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{17} It should be mentioned, that the expected lifetimes of solar cells should be at least one or two decades.
Applications of critical metals in the chemical industry like organic catalyst residues – for example, spent rhodium homogeneous catalysts from oxo synthesis – were previously burned. In the process, considerable rhodium losses frequently occurred, so that modern processes precipitate PGMs from the organic suspension by means of certain metals, thus producing a PGM concentrate. [Karch 2001]. Another new development is the treatment of such residues with supercritical water [Collard 2001].

Diluted aqueous solutions of platinum group metals – for example, spent electroplating baths – are concentrated by evaporation and then channelled into the separation process or, if unwanted materials are present, processed in an alkaline solution by way of ion exchange, cementation or reduction.

With oil refining catalysts containing platinum, platinum/iridium and platinum/rhenium – for example, from reforming or isomerization processes – the supporting material mostly consists of γ-alumina, which can be dissolved in special reactors by means of NaOH or H₂SO₄. Besides inert impurities, platinum and iridium remain in the form of slimy concentrates. If rhenium is present, this is dissolved with the aluminium oxide and is recovered by means of anion exchangers [Grehl 2002, Hagelüken 1999]. The next figure
shows the very efficient recycling situation for oil refining catalysts in Germany [GFMS 2005]. Recycling quotas (blue streams) of about 97% could be achieved. These excellent results are not limited to developed countries like Germany. It is a good example that the recycling of precious metals from large industrial applications like oil refineries is much easier compared to consumer applications like EEE goods (dissipative applications).

Platinum group metals, and alloys of such that are recycled, are frequently treated directly in a dissolving process, with larger elements being first crushed to speed up dissolution. These include catalyst gauzes, plungers, stirrers and bushings from the glass industry, thermoelectric couples, laboratory equipment etc. With shares of more than 20% iridium or 30% rhodium, the rate of dissolution is very slow. If expensive dissolution in fused salt is to be avoided, highly refractory PGM bullion material can be melted down together with non-precious metals such as copper, aluminium, iron and zinc, and the non-precious metals subsequently can be dissolved out of the alloy with acids. There remains a residue of finely dispersive precious metal ("blacks"), which generally dissolves easily. In the processing of common platinum/rhodium alloys, final separation of both metals is in some cases not necessary. In the case of scrap material with just surface contamination, surface leaching with acids can suffice, with complicated hydrometallurgical refining being avoided [Renner 1992, EM TB 2001].

In the glass industry, with the exception of fibreglass nozzles, an alloy consisting of 95% platinum and 5% rhodium is generally used [Gölitzer 2001]. Glass furnaces are built of
ceramic refractory bricks. Extremely high temperatures and, in part, highly aggressive liquid glass require the use of stirrers made of PGM alloys. To protect the brick lining of the furnace, and to protect glass from impurities from the brick lining, furnaces are partly or wholly lined with thin sheets of PGM alloys. Glass passes through several furnaces during its manufacture. Respective feeder systems, as well as plungers, draw-off funnels and drip rings are made of platinum or platinum-rhodium alloys [EM TB 1995]. It has to be mentioned that the mass products of sheet glass and container glass have no relevance for PGMs.

Companies offer the global glass industry a complete service from planning to the recycling of PGM elements, which is commonly utilized by glass manufacturers. For instance, manufacturers such as Heraeus and Umicore offer this service under the term "Precious metal Management" [Heraeus 2002] and "Life Cycle Management" [Göltzer 2001]. In glass production processes, PGMs are worn off the materials. A proportion of these PGMs passes into the product, leaving the rest to concentrate in the brick lining of the furnace. Through direct product recycling (for example, the removal of a stirrer) and PGM recovery from the brick lining of the furnace, around 98% of inputted quantities of PGMs are recovered (see next figure).

Figure 5.6: Materials flow of PGMs in the glass industry [GFMS 2005]

The short overview about current recycling technologies has shown that a couple of interesting technologies and real working plants are already available for the recycling of many critical metals. In some cases the developments are quite or even brand new and there is a need for further developments in this field in the near future in order to reduce the dependencies and the risks from primary metals production.

Nevertheless in the next sub-chapter the important issue of recycling infrastructure is addressed. This issue is very crucial, because the recycling plant with the best technology is almost useless if the plant suffers from an underemployed capacity.
5.2 Recycling infrastructure for critical metals

As an example in the next figure the recycling chain for automotive catalysts is performed. As mentioned above these post-consumer materials are important regarding the critical metals platinum, palladium and rhodium. Furthermore it could be stated that post-consumer automotive catalysts are quite uncomplicated materials compared with others like e-scrap, rechargeable batteries etc. Nevertheless the illustrated recycling chain gives an idea about possible weak points, which could cause severe total losses of platinum group metals.

![Recycling chain for automotive catalysts](image)

One problem could be the non-appropriate handling during transport (open boxes) and transfers steps. The valuable precious metals are located on the surface of the shock-sensitive ceramic. So, diffuse losses could occur in the case of non-sensitive handling by non-professional actors. Furthermore the de-canning step (separation of the metallic casing from the ceramic which contents the precious metals) needs appropriate facilities equipped with modern dust collection systems to avoid total losses of the precious metals through the air. If good housekeeping rules are violated or dismantling takes place in ‘backyards’ in the grey market zones, serious losses of the desired critical metals are very probably. [GFMS
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2005]. The ELV\(^{18}\) has set clear rules for the handling of automotive catalysts in the EU and in 2007 28 t platinum and 31 t palladium are recovered from automotive catalysts in a global scale (almost 15% of the global mining production). [JM 2008a] But despite this pleasant development it has to be underlined that even in the EU (especially in the new member states) the collection systems are not perfect at all. But far more concern has to be taken on to the fact, that via used vehicles (transport via seaports or highways) serious amounts of automotive catalysts leave developed countries with legislation systems like in the EU. In Germany, for instance, about 80% of the de-registered passenger cars leave the country. Many of them to other EU states like Poland. But a large number of cars have the destination Africa, Middle East etc. Because of the fundamental lack of take-back and collection systems for post-consumer materials like automotive catalysts in many of the destination countries, bad road conditions and lack of technical maintenance (damage of the catalysts), the total loss of increasing amount of platinum group metals is likely. [Buchert et al. 2007] This is backed by field studies in Africa. According to an investigation carried out by staff of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology together with Swedish and Ghanaian researchers, increased concentrations of platinum were measured in road dust in Accra, Ghana. [Kylander 2003]

Concerning the current recycling infrastructure for other types of pre- and post-consumer scraps which are relevant within the focus of the study, the following short statements can be made:

• Industrial catalysts: mature recycling infrastructure systems all over the world realized; the suppliers of the catalysts are very often also the institutions for the recycling of the containing special and precious metals,
• Photovoltaic: recycling infrastructure for pre-consumer recycling are initiated or improved in the last years; post-consumer recycling has to be developed in the next years in Europe and world wide
• Batteries: collection systems are initiated since a couple of years in Europe, further improvements could be expected due to the collection and recycling quotas of the European Battery Directive\(^{19}\); serious lack of recycling infrastructure in developing countries has to be addressed in the future,
• EEE applications: recycling infrastructure in Europe was developed in the last years, but further progress is necessary to address an optimized recycling of the metals despite the very heterogeneous applications (cell phones, TVs, note books, etc.); recycling infrastructure in emerging economies and developing countries are a very crucial challenge due to an almost total lack of basic collection and infrastructure systems.

---


The details of the required recycling infrastructure depend mainly on the types of products and the applications. In the case of batteries for instance separations steps before entering the metallurgical processes are not necessary (except large batteries for hybrid electric vehicles for which a dismantling of the casing makes sense). In the case of EEE, a separation of the different main types of EEE (large consumer goods etc.) are common as well as manual first separation steps of main components (e.g. separation of cathode ray tubes from TVs).

In chapter 0 “Preconditions for an optimized recycling of critical metals” important steps for further improvements of the international recycling chains are listed in order to optimize the recycling of critical metals.
6 Characteristics 'critical metals'

6.1 Selected metals in EEE technologies

6.1.1 Tantalum (Ta) – characteristics

**Global reserves:** The U.S. Geological Survey estimates the worldwide reserves of tantalum to be around 130,000 t in 2007.

**Global mining and regional concentration:** The annual production of primary tantalum is at about 1,400 t [USGS 2008]. Australian mines deliver approximately 60% of the global raw tantalum material on world markets; followed by Brazil (17%) and Canada (5%) [USGS 2008 and Schwela 2007].

**Resource base:** Tantalum occurs as oxides in different ratios coupled with Niobium oxides in earth crust. Examples for tantalum and niobium containing minerals are tantalite, microlite, wodginite and coltan (or columbite, see footnote).

**Global current demand:** The current demand for tantalum can be regarded as slightly lower to the magnitude of supply. Even a growing demand can be satisfied through supply [Hagelüken 2008 and Meskers 2008].

**Current applications:** With about 60% of all applications the leading use of tantalum is in form of metal powder and wire in electronic capacitors [Wickens 2004 and Cunningham 2004]. All of these applications use the ability of tantalum to store and release electrical energy with high capacity-grades even in small sizes. 16% of total tantalum consumption refers to industrial applications using tantalum carbide's hardness for e.g. cutting-tools. Third mayor application (14%) of tantalum is in the air- and space technology in form of alloys. Turbines with tantalum-containing coatings (up to 15% Ta-containing) are extremely high-temperature resistant and durable [RWI 2007]. Super alloys for airplane turbines cause less fuel demand and less greenhouse gas emissions accordingly. Therefore they are to be regarded as future sustainable technologies.

**Price development:** Prices for tantalum materials are not traded openly. Most raw materials are sold in long-term contracts. Estimations of prices occur through interviews with market trades [Schwela 2007 and Papp 2006]. Tantalum prices slightly grew from 72 USD/kg in

---

20 Excursion Coltan: Beside the mentioned major mining countries, further tantalum mining sites are located in Central Africa (e.g. D.R. Congo, Mozambique and Rwanda). Especially the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) used to be the source of significant tonnages, but civil war between 1996 and 2008 dropped mining dramatically. The country gained notoriety in the media because of illegal Coltan mining under the control of opposing parties during the civil war [Behrendt 2007]. Coltan ores contain niobium and tantalum. The illegal Coltan mining lead also to social and environmental problems like for example deforestation and dangerous threat for the domestic gorilla population. Compared to the world scale of tantalum production, the mining capacities are less significant nowadays (D.R. Congo: about 5% of world production).
1989 during the last decade of the twentieth century. Then prices reached a dramatic peak in 2001, when 1 kilogram of tantalum cost 600 USD. Afterwards prices dropped again far below the mark of 100 USD/kg and returned increasing slightly till around 100 USD/kg [USGS 2007].

**Global demand development:** Consumption of tantalum grew beside two peaks in 2000 and 2006 more or less continuously. Increasing demand for EEE technologies can be seen as the mayor driving force for this process. For example the introduction of completely new applications like cell phones pushed the need for electronic capacitors in huge numbers – in the year 2006 1,000 Mio cell phones were sold worldwide [Hagelüken 2007]

**Forecast demand growth rates:** The RWI study [RWI 2007] forecasts an ongoing growth in tantalum demand. This will lead to a total plus in demand of 200% from 2004 until 2025. The total growth rate of 200% is similar to an annual growth rate of 5.3% in the same period. These rates include an increasing recycling rate from today 10% to 20% in 2025 (mainly from pre-consumer scrap).

![Tantalum demand scenario](image)

Figure 6.1: Tantalum demand scenarios, calculation Öko-Institut based on RWI growth forecast

Figure 6.1 shows the future tantalum demand adjusted to the regarded time line of this report. The blue column shows the total annual tantalum demand until 2020 based on a growth rate of 5.3%/a, like RWI suggests. The orange column gives a comparison for a more moderate development in Ta-demand from 3.4%/a. Both scenarios deliver a remarkable increase of the upcoming global tantalum demand until 2020.
Forecast upcoming applications: In the field of space and aircraft industry no mayor technical substitutes are seen. The engineering, testing and implementing of alloy types in airplanes lasts for years. Once a material is established it is economically worthwhile to proceed with it. The introduction of new materials in this field demands at lot of time and money.

Particularly EEE applications will be the main driver in the field of upcoming application. Still the trend towards smaller and high-performing applications is widely exhibited. Substitutes for tantalum in electronic devices do exist, but they come along with a lower performance.

Current pre-consumer recycling: Tantalum recycling in the pre-consumer phase during manufacture of Ta-containing electronic components, cemented carbide and super alloy is common. New scrap materials reclaimed at manufacturing plants producing tantalum-related electronic components are a major source of tantalum supply and delivered back to tantalum processors for recycling. Scrap recycling generated within the various segments of the tantalum industry accounts for about 20 to 25% of the total input each year [TIC 2008].

Current post-consumer recycling: Most of old scrap is recycled in the form of tantalum-bearing cemented carbide and super alloys. Jet engines are estimated to have a 20 year life span; discarded or obsolete parts can be recycled to the same alloy type or downgraded to applications with lower requirements [Cunningham 2004]. Recycling from discarded tantalum-containing electronic equipment has not been developed to a significant degree. Ongoing miniaturization of electrical conductors in electronic devices leads to dissipative problems. Each conductor contains less tantalum, but the whole number of produced conductors increases constantly. A major source for old tantalum-bearing scrap is seen in here, collection and recovery is economically difficult.

Technically it's problematic to recover tantalum from old scrap (low Tantalum concentrations). Due to chemical characteristics Ta oxidizes easily and moves during pyro-metallurgical processes into the slag phases [Hagelüken 2008].

Potential pre-consumer recycling: Beside efficiency enhancements, no further potentials are actually seen.

Potential post-consumer recycling: Improvements regarding the above-mentioned technical problems would open up new resources. The dissipative problem regarding tantalum in post-consumer e-scrap and its chemical nature remains a crucial challenge for further research and development.

Specific conclusion for Tantalum:

I. Recycling technical problem concerning post-consumer e-scrap (cell-phones etc.), tantalum oxidizes easily and moves into slag phases.

II. Applications in EEE devices very dissipative, recovery therefore technically and economically difficult.

III. With a short and mid term perspective, tantalum supply will be able to satisfy demand [Hagelüken 2008]
6.1.2 Indium (In) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** The U.S. Geological Survey estimates the world indium reserves to be at 11,000 t in 2007.

**Global mining and regional concentration:** The world mining production adds up to 610 t of primary Indium [Tolcin 2008 and Metal Pages 2008]. Chinese mines convey 50% of world’s primary indium, followed by Canada (15%) and Japan (18%); which has no natural indium reserves but a well developed recycling system [Jorgenson 2005 and Tolcin 2008].

**Resource base:** Indium does not occur reclusively but as a minor metal in combination with other minerals like sphalerite, tin ores and zinc ores. The most widespread application to recover indium is during the zinc production process [Felix 2005]. Around 0.028 kg by-product indium can be recovered from 1 t zinc ore [Jorgenson 2005].

**Global current demand:** The current indium demand is comparable with the indium supply: 610 t primary indium plus ~600 t secondary indium from recycling [Metal Pages 2008]

**Current applications:** By far, the most important application of indium is in the consumer industry (85%). Thin films made out of Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) are mainly used for liquid crystal displays (LCD) how they are applied in monitors, televisions, notebooks and cell phone displays. Secondly with a percentage of 8% indium is applied for alloys and solders.
Indium containing alloys show a low melting-point and are therefore used to as fuses and temperature indicators. Solders which contain indium have low crack propagation and improve resistance to tiredness. Thirdly (5%) intermetallic compounds of indium find application as semiconductors [Metal Pages 2008, Tolcin 2006, Felix 2005 and Jorgenson 2005]. Indium in solar cells is a relatively new application with strong growth potential.

**Price development:** Till end of 2002 indium prices slightly decreased (around 100 USD/kg) due to the expansion of production in China. During the following strong growth of ITO demand attributed to the technical changeover towards LCD applications, indium prices rose between 2003 and 2006 to 900 USD/kg and remain actually at high level of about 500 USD/kg [Van den Broeck 2008, Metal Pages 2008 and O'Neill 2004].

**Global demand development:** End use of indium grew continuously over the last 20 years. Forecast demand growth rates: The market for LCD applications is still growing rapidly. Alone the television market is expected to grow 24% between 2007 and 2012 and will then contain LCD shipments from 106.2 million units [Metal Pages 2008 and Tolcin 2006]. Here ITO demand is also driven through the tendency towards bigger screen sizes which causes the need for more ITO per unit.

As mentioned above, indium-containing thin film applications in the photovoltaic industry is about to push demand further on. Traditionally, solar cell modules use wafer-based crystalline silicon technology. Beside this, new technologies are entering the market, enabling cost reduction in the production process [Jäger-Waldau 2007]. One of the new technologies is CIGS (copper indium gallium selenide) thin film modules. Installed global solar capacity is estimated to grow at the rate of 30 – 35% each year which will lead to 120–130 t annual consumption of primary indium in 2010 [Metal Pages 2008].
Figure 6.3 shows the actual and planned production capacities for the worldwide photovoltaic industry. Clearly visible is the growing use of thin film cells in the PV industry. It must be pointed out that Indium is not the only compound thin films are made of. Therefore, the use of other minor metals like e.g. tellurium (see Chap. 6.2.2) is also displayed in the black column of Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.4 shows the future indium demand adjusted to the regarded time line of this report. The orange column shows the total annual indium demand until 2020 based on a growth rate of 2.5%/a. The blue (+5%/a), green (+10%/a) and brown (+20%/a) columns give a comparison for an even stronger development in In-demand. Taken the recent developments and innovative applications for Indium into account, Öko-Institut suggests the range between the blue (+5 %/a) and green scenario (+10 %/a) to be the most realistic scenarios.

**Forecast upcoming applications:** In the field of display technologies new applications could push further demand for ITO products. So-called Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED) are regarded as highly innovative and mark the next generation of flat panel displays. Simplified, it is an indium-containing thin film applied on a polymer substance. Advantages of this technology are a higher flexibility and the missing of background illumination (power efficiency).

But not only techniques to increase In-demand are in discussion, possible substitutes for indium is also circulating. Japanese electronics material makers consider zinc oxide as an alternative for indium. This would reduce production of thin film coating used for flat panel displays and solar cells [Platts 2008].
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**Figure 6.4:** Indium demand scenarios, calculation Öko-Institut

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** The process how ITO is put as a thin-film coating onto a substrate is called ‘sputtering’. It is a highly inefficient method; only approx. 15% of an ITO sputtering target is deposited onto the substrate, the reminder is scrap. This indicates the potential amount of pre-consumer scrap accumulating at the production sites. Japan and South Korea as the major producers of LCD monitors and televisions dispose of well-developed recycling systems for new ITO scrap [Tolcin 2008].

**Current post-consumer recycling:** Recycling facilities for In-containing old scrap are only partly installed and initiated (e.g. in Belgium by Umicore). [Hagelüken 2008] The US Economy for instance runs without any recycling facilities for indium currently [National Academies 2008]. One problematic aspect is the lack of a focused collection and reconditioning of indium-containing products in many regions of the world. The dissipative and widespread applications of indium in EEE and solar cells mean a challenge regarding recycling logistics and the development of a suitable legal framework.

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** Beside possible increments of recycling facilities, the amount of accrued new scrap will rise due to higher production figures.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** Depending on worldwide collection systems and the extension of suitable recycling facilities, further potentials could be opened up. From a technical point of view the post-consumer recycling of indium from mixed scraps is less difficult compared with tantalum for instance.
Specific conclusion for indium:

I. The critical issue on the demand side is seen through increasing demand rates in all fields of application.
II. Extraction of Indium on the mining side is dependent on development in zinc mining sector: could be a bottleneck.
III. Currently recycling of indium from LCD and solar cells not sufficiently economic, but nevertheless important: e.g. funding systems (fee on new solar cells) or specific legal frameworks should be an issue for the future.
IV. Short-term volatility of indium supply is considered as critical [National Academies 2008]

6.1.3 Ruthenium (Ru) – characteristics

Global reserves: The global reserves of ruthenium are estimated to 5,000 t²¹: Following Andersson the global reserves of ruthenium are mainly concentrated in South Africa with more than 95%. [Andersson 2001]

Global mining and regional concentration: Detailed figures about the mining of ruthenium are not available. [JM 2008a]. Nevertheless the figures of the global mining should be comparable with the global net demand (36 t in 2007). Due to lack of information about the mining figures exclusive data for the regional concentration of ruthenium mining are not available. In 2006 South Africa accounted for 71% of the 'other PGM' world production (sum of ruthenium, rhodium, osmium, iridium), followed by Russia with a 21% global share of the other PGM production. [George 2007] These figures give an idea about the regional concentration of the ruthenium mining, too.

Resource base: In natural deposits ruthenium is strictly coupled with other PGM (Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir) or as a by-product of nickel mining (in Russia and Canada). Typical PGM concentrations in ores range between 5 and 10 ppm. [GFMS 2005]

Global current demand: In 2007 the net demand (without recycling flows) of ruthenium amounts to 36 t. [JM 2008a]

Share of current applications: The most relevant applications for ruthenium could be stated for electronics (particularly for the manufacturing of perpendicular magnetic recording – PMR – hard disks) with a share of 75% of the global net demand in 2007. Further fields for ruthenium are the electrochemical (10%) and the chemical (10%) sector. [JM 2008a]

Price development (USD/kg): In the years 2000-2005 the ruthenium price showed an up-and-down course between 1,600-6,400 USD/kg. In the years 2006/2007 the ruthenium price raised until 28,000 USD/kg, triggered by heavy purchasing of ruthenium by the

²¹ http://www.lenntech.com/Periodic-chart-elements/Ru-en.htm The sum of the global reserves for the six platinum group metals (PGM) platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh), ruthenium (Ru), iridium (Ir) and osmium (Os) are estimated to 71,000 t. [George 2008]
electronics industry and then dropped to 13,300 USD/kg in December 2007, caused by huge amounts of recycling ruthenium on the market from sputtering targets. [JM 2008a]

**Global demand development (net):** The global ruthenium demand (net) has shown a dramatic increase since 2002 (13 t). After 21 t in 2004 the ruthenium demand has been more than tripled until 2006 (52 t). The sharp increase of the global ruthenium demand was mainly occurred by the recent success story of computer hard disks based on perpendicular magnetic recording – PMR – technology. Thin ruthenium layers are essential for this new technology with rapid growing market shares. [JM 2007] In 2007 the global ruthenium (net) demand dropped to 36 t due to a push for new scrap recycling activities (recycling of new scrap from the sputter target and hard disk production). This shows that ruthenium recycling flows - pre-consumer flows - begin to play a role on the markets.

**Forecast demand growth rates:** Despite the recent drop in ruthenium net demand (without recycling flows) experts expect a demand increase in the future. [Loferski 2008]

As external forecasts for ruthenium demand are not available, Öko-Institut has calculated two demand scenarios (net) for ruthenium. The conservative scenario (orange bar) is based on a moderate annual growth of 3%. Increase in existing and slight increase in up-coming applications are assumed for this scenario as well as an increasing influence of pre-consumer and post-consumer recycling. In 2020 the top level net demand figure of 2006 (52 t) would be achieved again. In the other scenario (blue bar) a more dramatic increase of the demand of ruthenium in existing and upcoming applications is supposed. Despite the increasing relevance of recycling flows the net demand of ruthenium would increase with an annual rate of 6% until 2020. This would lead to a doubling of the ruthenium net demand until 2020 and could be considered as a serious challenge for the PGM mining industry.
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**Ruthenium demand scenario**

![Ruthenium demand scenario graph](image_url)

Figure 6.5: Ruthenium demand (net) scenarios based on Öko-Institut calculations.

**Forecast upcoming applications:** For ruthenium two new potential applications are discussed. [IPA 2008]. The use of ruthenium in alloys for aircraft turbine blades is in a prototype state (reduction of fuel demand and CO₂ emissions!). Due to the high melting points and high temperature stability of these alloys the efficiency rate regarding the demand on aircraft fuels could be enhanced. Another interesting example is the use of ruthenium in certain catalysts applications in modern gas-to-liquid technology to generate various sulphur-free, high quality fuels. [IPA 2008]

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** Pre-consumer recycling of ruthenium is becoming common since about two years. As an answer on the rapid growing meaning of ruthenium in the hard disk sector which is combined with large volumes of production scrap in manufacturing of the sputter targets (large amount of ruthenium containing production scraps) as well as the hard disks themselves the industry has now installed important capacities for the refining of ruthenium from these pre-consumer sources. [JM 2008a]

**Current post-consumer recycling:** Post-consumer recycling of ruthenium is already initiated, but has just played a minor role in the past due to small total amounts of ruthenium in products like EEE applications and catalysts. Therefore figures about post-consumer ruthenium are not available yet. Nevertheless Umicore in Belgium announces capacities to the refining of five PGM including ruthenium. The ruthenium is isolated in the Umicore plant in Hoboken from post-consumer scrap after passing a smelting process (integrated smelter) from which the ruthenium and other precious metals are concentrated in the copper-bullion. The precious metals are concentrated as a residue by a leaching process of the copper and then further separated in different steps in the precious metals refinery. [Umicore 2008]
The Norddeutsche Raffinerie AG in Germany (Europe’s largest copper producer) has capacities for the winning of precious metals from secondary products like e-scrap in Lünen (copper and precious metals production from secondary materials only) and Hamburg (scrap as well as primary copper materials) as valuable by-products of the cathode copper production. [NA 2008]

Potential pre-consumer recycling: Further potentials of ruthenium pre-consumer recycling are expectable due to high ruthenium prices and large new scrap volumes.

Potential post-consumer recycling: Also further potentials of secondary ruthenium from post-consumer electronic applications could be expected for the future. Ruthenium is very suitable for recycling and different refining plants are equipped these days with the process installations to separate precious metals like ruthenium from copper. So from a technological point of view the situation for ruthenium recycling is satisfying, but due to the dissipative applications of ruthenium and the tremendous drain of e-scrap into developing countries the global take-back infrastructures will be the crucial challenges.

Specific conclusion for ruthenium:

I. The critical issue on the supply is obviously the tremendous regional concentration of mining. The power supply problems in S.A. (most important primary ruthenium producer) will be an ongoing problem, but not a knock-out issue in the future.

II. Ruthenium demand will probably increase remarkably until 2020 due to huge driving forces in the major application: electronics; new applications in aircraft turbines and catalyst sector could give the ruthenium demand a further push in the future.

III. The appropriate collection and delivery of ruthenium containing post-consumer materials (e-scrap from computers etc.) to suitable refining plants (e.g. in Europe, Japan) from all over the world including developing countries remains a serious challenge.

6.2 Selected metals in photovoltaic technologies

6.2.1 Gallium (Ga) - characteristics

Global reserves: The U.S. Geological Survey estimates the worldwide reserves of gallium in bauxite to be more than 1 Mio t [Kramer 2008]22. The reserves in zinc ores are estimated at 6.500 t [Greber 2002]. However, the largest reserves of several million tons are in phosphate ores and coal with a low Ga-content of 0.01-0.1%.

Global production and regional concentration: The global production of primary gallium was about 80 t in 2006 [Kramer 2008]. The refinery was mainly done in China, Germany, Japan and Ukraine. The upstream processes mainly took place in other regions: The bauxite mining is concentrated in Australia (34%), Brazil (12%) and Guinea (11%) [BGR 2006].

---
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aluminium production is concentrated in China (32%), Russia (11%) and Canada (8%) [Bray 2008].

**Resource base:** Presently, almost all primary gallium is a by-product of bauxite processing, the remainder is produced from zinc processing residues [Kramer 2008]. The theoretical annual production of gallium is estimated at 4,000 t/a, if all bauxite from mining would also be used for the gallium production23.

**Global current demand:** There are no data on the current demand. However, the global production of refined gallium from primary production and recycling was about 103 t in 2006 [Kramer 2008]

**Share of current applications:** The U.S. Geological survey estimates for the U.S. market that more than 98% of the gallium is used in electronic components. Hereby, the major applications are integrated circuits (IC) in computers, telecommunication etc. (66%), optoelectronic devices (particularly LED, diodes and solar cells) (20%) and others (special alloys, high temperature applications, etc.) (14 %) [Kramer 2008].

**Price development:** After a decrease of the prices from the 1960’s until the mid of the 1990’s, the prices slightly rose again - with fluctuations and a peak in 2007 - from about 325 USD/kg in 1994 to 400-600 USD/kg in 2008. [Di Francesco Kramer 2007] [Asian metal 2008]

**Global demand development:** There are no figures for the worldwide demand, but there are data on the refined gallium production. The production almost continuously increased from 16 t in 1973 to 103 t (primary production and recycling) in 2007 [Di Francesco Kramer 2007] [Kramer 2008]

**Forecast demand growth rates:** The market for GaAs (Gallium-Arsenide) containing devices is estimated to increase annually about 7% within the next years [Kramer 2008]. For some major applications of gallium, there are even higher forecasts: The applications of LED’s in lighting applications is expected to grow with 37% per year, and the LED in cell phone camera flashes is expected to have an annual growth rate of 23% within the next years [Kramer 2007]. The installed global solar capacity is estimated to grow at the rate of 30 - 35% each year [Metal Pages 2008] and should enhance the gallium demand accordingly. The demand for GaAs-devices in the U.S. defense sector is expected to increase by 9%/a. [Kramer 2007]

Based on these forecasts, two scenarios are shown in Figure 6.10. They show the range of the development of the Gallium demand for an annual growth rate of 5% (left bar in orange) and alternatively for a high growth rate of 10% (right bar in blue). The overall increase of the gallium demand until 2020 will be almost 100% (lower growth scenario) or even 250% in the case of the rapid growth scenario.
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**Figure 6.6: Gallium demand scenarios based on calculations from the Öko-Institut**

**Forecast upcoming applications:** The main drivers of the future demand increase until 2020 will probably be the applications described above. The replacement of gallium in some applications, e.g. LED's, solar cells and transistors by other materials is also discussed. However, the U.S. National Research Council estimates that for around 40% of the gallium-applications, a substitution by other materials is difficult or impossible [National Academies 2008].

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** There are already high recycling capacities for gallium from production. The total recycling capacity worldwide is 78 t. This is quite high compared to a total primary production capacity of 184 t [Kramer 2008]. The recycling plants in Germany, Japan, UK and USA mainly recover gallium from new scrap from production [Kramer 2008] [Kramer 2007] [DOWA 2008] [RM 2008].

**Current post-consumer recycling:** Currently, no common post-consumer recycling is known.

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** There might be an additional potential for a pre-consumer recycling, but there is already a very high pre-consumer recycling rate.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** Potentials for a post-consumer recycling might be realized when the gallium input in recycling plants will rise and when gallium prices will deliver economic incentives. As almost all gallium applications are in the field of electronics the mostly promising recycling technology is the recovery of gallium in WEEE smelting plants, if they are able to extend their output range by gallium.
Hereby, it is to consider that gallium is mostly used in a very high dilution rate, which sets clear limits to high post-consumer recycling rates [Christen 2005].

**Special conclusion for Gallium:**

I. Gallium belongs to the minor metals due to the small market and the small production capacities. The future demand will be determined by its use in electronics and photovoltaic. An accurate demand forecast is difficult due to the manifold applications, but an annual growth rate between 5 and 10% seems to be realistic.

II. The main supply restrictions do not arise from the total reserves, but from the time span which is necessary to install further gallium production technologies at the bauxite and zinc processing plants.

III. There are already large capacities for a pre-consumer recycling (about 40 % of the capacities for the primary production!).

IV. The wide use of Gallium applications at high dilution rates impedes the installation of post-consumer recycling technologies. The recycling will only be possible in sophisticated WEEE smelting plants and requires an efficient electronic scrap collection system.

### 6.2.2 Tellurium (Te) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** The U.S Geological Survey estimates the reserves in copper deposits to be about 21,000 t [George 2008]. Beside this, there are primary tellurium deposits (known in China and Mexico), and the development of further tellurium resources from mining of associated minerals or sulfides might be possible [NREL 1999].

**Global production and regional concentration:** Due to secrecy official data on the tellurium production are only available for few states. However, tellurium producers are situated in Belgium, Canada, China, Japan, the United States, the Commonwealth of Independent States, the former Soviet Union, Germany, Peru and the Philippines [Porter et al. 2007] [George 2007] [Knockaert 2005]. Experts estimate the current global production in 2007 at approximately 450 t/a [Van den Broeck 2008]. The theoretical maximum global production coupled with the actual copper production is estimated at 1.500 t plus about 130 t from lead refining [NREL 1999].

More than half of the copper ore arises from Chile (39%), Peru (8%) and the USA (8%). A third of the global primary production of refined copper is coming from China, Chile and Japan.

---

24 [NREL 1999] gives an extensive overview on potential worldwide tellurium deposits (solitary and coupled with other minerals or metals).

25 Calculation by Öko-Institut for Te-production coupled with copper electrolysis. Basic assumptions: Cu-production by electrolytic refineries 17.4 Mio. t [ICGS 2007]; 0.085 kg Te per t Cu; equivalent to 0.4 pound Te per t refined Cu at a recovery rate of 50% according to [NREL 1999].
Resource base: About 90 % of all tellurium is produced from anode slimes collected from electrolytic copper refining together with selenium. The remainder is derived from lead processing and smelting of bismuth, copper and lead ores [George 2008].

Global current demand: There are no statistical data on the current demand available. However, the global demand of tellurium is estimated at around 450 t/a in 2007 [Van den Broeck 2008].

Share of current applications: The main applications are the use as alloying element in iron and nonferrous alloys (40%), the use in photovoltaic and electronics (in sum 40%) and the use in chemicals and catalysts (20%) [Van den Broeck 2008, Matos et al. 2005].

Price development: The price rose continuously over the last 30 years, however with partly high fluctuations. In 2008 the prices increased stronger than in the previous years and rose from 130 USD/kg in January up to 280 USD/kg in October [Crystal 2008].

Global demand development: There are no accurate data on the global demand development as some countries publish no data due to secrecy. The demand development in the United States shows a decrease in tellurium demand since the 1970's until 2001. The main reason is that the use of tellurium as metallurgical alloying element declined continuously over the last 30 years due to rising prices [George 2007]. Since 2006 the tellurium demand is increasing strongly because of high growth rates for tellurium in flash memory and in thin film cadmium-tellurium solar cells. The flash memory based on tellurium can be rewritten and will not erase once power is turned off. The potential for this end-use could be dramatic despite the low tellurium concentration per unit, since almost all electronics have this type of memory [George 2007].

Forecast demand growth rates: The demand development is mainly influenced

26 According to [Van den Broek 2008] and [Jäger-Waldau 2007] the growth rates for CdTe solar cells were tremendously high in the last two years, probably more than 50%/a.
by two contrary developments: Firstly, the decrease in traditional applications, such as alloys due to rising tellurium prices which caused a shift to substitutes, and secondly the high growth rates in tellurium consumption in solar cells (see footnote 18) and flash memories. The next figure shows two scenarios: One scenario (left bar in orange) shows a conservative estimation with a growth rate of 5%/a. The second scenario (right bar in blue) shows a scenario which has taken the high growth rates of the new tellurium applications into account. It is even thinkable that the growth rates will be much higher. But in this case, the demand will exceed the existing production capacities as well as the current theoretical production capacities within a few years.

![Tellurium demand scenario](image)

**Figure 6.8:** Tellurium demand scenarios based on calculations from the Öko-Institut

In the scenario with an annual growth of 10% the demand in 2020 exceeds the theoretical maximum tellurium supply, which is estimated for the case that all electrolytic refineries for copper also produce as by-product tellurium (see above).

**Forecast upcoming applications:** There are many smaller fields of applications, e.g. cooling, magnets, opto- and thermo-electronics et al. New applications might arise in these fields. However, it is to expect that the main demand-driving applications will remain the solar cells and the flash memories.

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** According to a life cycle analysis on the production of CdTe solar cells the material utilization rates of the deposition of CdS and CdTe range from 35-90%. The material loss is collected by filter systems. The recycling of the filter residues is feasible and economical and shall be practiced in large-scale production [Fthenakis 2004]. At the production of CdTe solar cells at First Solar, the waste streams are recycled [First Solar...
2008a]. Furthermore there are recycling capacities for complete solar cells (see next paragraph).

**Current post-consumer recycling:** The company First Solar installed the first recycling plant for used thin film solar cells based on cadmium telluride in Germany [Euwid 2008] [First Solar 2008b]. There are also recycling capacities for tellurium from electronic scrap at UMICORE/Belgium and Dowa/Japan, which might be used if the plant input will actually contain tellurium, e.g. from flash memories now starting to enter the markets.

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** There is probably a high potential for tellurium in electronics and solar cell production, which might be opened up soon due to supply restrictions and rising prices.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** There is almost no potential for tellurium recovery from dissipative applications (e.g. alloys). However, there is a potential for tellurium recovery from electronic scrap, if the scrap is processed in appropriate smelting plants already having the ability to recover tellurium (see above). Precondition for this recycling route is an efficient electronic scrap collection.

**Special conclusion for tellurium:**

I. A supply shortage might occur in the short term. The current production is estimated at 450 t/a. The theoretical production capacity from Cu- and Pb-refining is estimated around 1.600 t [NREL 1999 and own calculations]. The demand might exceed the theoretical production capacities in a few years, if the current high demand growth will continue. The main driver for the high demand is the rapid market growth of cadmium telluride solar cells and telluride based flash memories.

II. Options on the supply side for an increase in production are:
   - an increase of the recovery rate from Cu- and Pb-refining and other material flows,
   - the development of primary Te-deposits (known in China and Mexico) and
   - the development of new Te-resources, e.g. from mining of associated minerals or sulfides.

III. In view of short-term supply restrictions and the environmental burden related to the opening of new mining activities the recycling plays a very important role. There are already recycling technologies for the recovery of tellurium from solar cells and electronic scrap available. However, their application requires an enhanced global electronic scrap and solar cell collection and treatment.

IV. In view of the expected bottlenecks in the tellurium supply the research on adequate substitutes which are abundantly available is also a necessary task.

6.2.3 Germanium (Ge) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** Due to the fact that many Ge-related mining facts are proprietary, there is no authoritative forecast about the worldwide reserves of germanium available. U.S. Geological Survey estimates the U.S. germanium reserves to be at around 450t. The world
production of germanium is about 100-110t, including 35t secondary germanium from recycling processes. [Feltrin et al. 2008 and Smith 2008]

**Regional concentration of mining:** Corresponding to the uncertain database concerning global reserves, data about the current share of major producers are also to be regarded as uncertain. Major producers are: China, Canada, Chile and Belgium (due to recycling) [Buttermann et al. 2005]. Some sources point out that China produces 80% of the global germanium supply [Rosenberg 2008]

**Resource base:** Germanium is classical by-product which can be extracted during the zinc/copper production through in form of flue dust. In some countries germanium was and still is recovered from the coal ash of electrical power plants [Lifton 2007].

**Global current demand:** The actual world demand for germanium is estimated to be at around 120-130t, which indicates that demand outstrips supply moderately [Bi 2006 and Rosenberg 2008]

**Share of current applications:** By far, the major use of germanium is in optical materials, representing about 50% of the world Ge-consumption. This branch can further be divided into the two sub-categories 'infrared optics' and 'fiber optics'. The allocation of Ge-demand among these categories changed repeatedly over the last 20 years. Actually infrared applications like night vision lenses - for e.g. luxury automotives - are taking with 30% of total demand the lead. Fiber optics – mainly fiber glass cables - played until 2000 a dominating role in the use of germanium. Since then, the use of the applications decreased to actually ca. 20% from the total Ge-consumption. Second major use of germanium is as a catalyst in the industrial production of polymers (mainly PET). This use requires about 30% of the world Ge-consumption [Scoyer et al. 2005; Buttermann et al. 2005 and Bi 2006].

Germanium is also being applied in the photovoltaic industry in form of so called multi-junction solar cells. Compared to conventional single-junction silicon solar cells, higher efficiencies (up to twice as efficient) are performed through different thin film layers of photovoltaic materials based on a germanium substrate. Each layer captures a different part of the solar spectrum. Originally designed for the space industry, these cells also have a large potential for earthbound applications [Metal Pages 2008b]. Actually not among the major use of germanium, the solar applications segment represents a fast growing end-use market.

**Price development:** During the 1980’s germanium prices have been more or less stable. Prices first set in motion during the 1990’s: strong increase with a peak at around 2,000 USD/kg was followed by times of strongly decreasing prices. Since 2004, continuous growths lead to an actual price at around 1,500 USD/kg [Jorgenson 2001; www.thebulliondesk.com].

**Global demand development:** Germanium demand was driven through different tendencies over the last decades. At first, Ge-containing infrared devices have been a serious issue for the military sector (the U.S. built up strategic stockpiles of germanium). During the 1990’s these kinds of applications decreased, but actually experience a renaissance. Similar with the demand for fiber optic cables; a peak in the mid 1990’s was followed by a phase of decreasing demand. Summarizing, demand for germanium grew steadily.
Forecast demand growth rates: The RWI study [RWI 2007] forecasts an ongoing growth in germanium demand between 22% and 49%. Figure 6.9 shows the two estimated growth rates adjusted to the timeline of this report. A total growth rate of 22% is similar to an annual growth rate of 1.0% and is illustrated in the orange column of Figure 6.9. The blue column represents a total growth rate of 49% respectively 1.9% per annum. Both scenarios deliver an increase of the upcoming global demand until 2020 but remain - compared with metals like tantalum- in a moderate range. Although, in many fields new germanium containing applications are being described (see below).

On the supply side, the results of the growing Ge-demand can already been seen through increasing capacities on productions sites like the construction of new mines (e.g. in Tennessee USA), Ge-extraction from zinc slags in the Republic of Namibia or capacity enlargements in recycling plants (e.g. Umicore site in Oklahoma, USA) [Metal Pages 2008b]
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*Figure 6.9: Germanium demand scenarios, calculation Öko-Institut based on RWI growth forecast*

Forecast upcoming applications: Many industrial sectors show potential Ge-containing applications: The fiber optic benefits from the U.S. program FTTH (fiber-to-the-home), which aims to deliver fiber optic cables to every U.S. home. The electronic branch is developing germanium, tellurium and antimony containing phase-change memory, which is able to retain its memory even in the event of a power failure [Lifton 2007]. A major growth area for
germanium stays the infrared-based security and surveillance equipment and in the automobile market [Butterman et al. 2005].

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** Common (solar cells, fiber optics, infrared devices)

**Current post-consumer recycling:** As most Ge-products and devices contain very small amounts of the metal, it is technical and economical difficult and complex to recovery secondary germanium from this type of scrap. In the case of polymerization no germanium at all can be recovered (total Ge loss) [Butterman et al. 2005 and Hagelüken 2008].

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** Increasing potential due to increasing production figures

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** Fiber-optics cables in form of a long term sink. The access to this source would bear a large potential for recycling [Hagelüken 2008]. The introduction of new EU Directives on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) is expected to result in more germanium availability from old scrap. Generally, the lack of data concerning global reserves could boost the necessary for enhanced recycling technologies.

**Specific conclusion for Germanium:**

I. Critical issue on the demand side by increasing demand rates in all fields of application.

II. Recycling potential is low because of miniaturization in applications, fiber optic cables which a currently used are a potential source for recycling.

III. Global collection of Ge containing consumer goods remains a serious challenge

6.3 Selected metals in battery technologies

6.3.1 Cobalt (Co) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** Estimations implicate the worldwide cobalt reserves to be at around 7,000,000 t in 2007.

**Global mining and regional concentration:** In the year 2007, the world mining production of cobalt was around 62,000 t [Shedd 2008]. With 48% of the annual cobalt mining, the Democratic Republic of Congo is the world's leading Co-producer. Further major producers of cobalt are Australia (20%), followed by Cuba (14%) [Shedd 2008].

**Resource base:** Due to its low concentrations in earth’s crust, cobalt usually is produced as a by-product element of other metals like copper or nickel

**Global current demand:** The global cobalt demand refers to 55,500 t in 2006.

**Share of current applications:** Pure metallic cobalt has few applications; it is mostly used in combination with other metals. During the last 10 years a significant switch in the share of cobalt applications took place. Based on a boost for battery applications, cobalt demand by end use in this field grew from 3% in 1995 to actual 23%. Second most common use for cobalt is in the field of super alloys (21%), where cobalt improves the strength, wear, and
corrosion-resistance of the processed material. Third often use of cobalt is for cemented carbides (11%) like e.g. cutting tools; using cobalt’s important properties like the high melting point and the high temperature strengths. The same percentage (11%) appears for cobalt in the use as catalyst material in plastics and textiles industries [Kapusta 2006, CDI 2007 and Donaldson et al. 2005]. The two major applications of cobalt-batteries and super alloys can be regarded as future sustainable technologies. Batteries (cobalt is an important component in Li-ion batteries) have the potential to progressively replace combustion engines in vehicles. Alloys and super alloys play an important role in the aircraft industry, because their use leads to reductions of emissions and fuel consumption.

**Price development:** The year 2002 marked a significant change in cobalt price development. Till then Co-prices continuously decreased until they reached the bottom at around 17 USD/kg. From this point markets experience a rapid growth of Cobalt prices to around 66 USD/kg [USGS 2007a and CDI 2006].

**Global demand development:** Growth in cobalt consumption by the battery industry has been a key driver to the increase in demand for cobalt regarded over the past few years. According to a doubling of mining capacities over the last 10 years, the mentioned increase of demand was able to be satisfied.

**Forecast demand growth rates:** Long-term supply side forecasts suggest an annual growth of 2.8% till 2025 [Resource Efficiency 2008 and Kapusta 2006].
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Figure 6.10: Cobalt demand scenarios based on Kapusta growth forecasts

Figure 6.10 shows the future cobalt demand adjusted to the regarded time line of this report. The blue column shows the total annual cobalt demand until 2020 based on a growth rate of 2.8%/a, like Kapusta and Resource Efficiency suggest. The orange column gives a comparison for a more conservative scenario (own estimation Öko-Institut) in Co-demand from 1.7%/a. Exact forecasts are crucial currently due to several parallel developments in battery technologies (see below).
Forecast upcoming applications: An upcoming shift in the use of cathode material in batteries may cause change in the demand for cobalt significantly. The current cathode material Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO) could be gradually replaced through Lithium Nickel Cobalt Manganese Oxide (NMC), Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) and Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium Oxide (NCA). LCO contains 60% cobalt, NMC 10-20% cobalt, NCA 9% cobalt and LFP no cobalt at all. As a result the demand growth of cobalt could be significantly reduced through this switch in material [Metal Pages 2008a].

Current pre-consumer recycling: Cobalt recycling of new scrap can be regarded as common.

Current post-consumer recycling: Cobalt post-consumer recycling is widely common. It focuses on rechargeable batteries (for information about the Umicore Val'Eas® process of battery recycling see [Meskers et al 2009]), spent catalysts but also on alloys. The global recycling rate grew from 4,200t (1995 18%) to 10,000t (2005 20%) [Kapusta 2006].

Potential pre-consumer recycling: Potentials are seen in an increasing of efficiency in the recycling process.

Potential post-consumer recycling: Enhanced recycling flows are quiet possible. The quotas of the European Battery Directive will lead to an increasing number of collected and for recycling re-circulated batteries.

Specific conclusion for Cobalt:

I. Current demand is partly based on environmental applications (rechargeable batteries, alloys for turbines in gas power plants)

II. Overall moderate growth rates expected

III. On the part of the supply side no natural scarcities are noticeable.

IV. Enhanced recycling could help to foster satisfaction of Co demand in the future and therefore help to stabilize prices

6.3.2 Lithium (Li) - characteristics

Global reserves: The world reserves for lithium are estimated to 4,100,000 t with a major share in Chile (73%), followed by China (13%), Brazil (5%), Canada (4%), Australia (4%) and others (1%). [USGS 2008]

Global mining and regional concentration: Global mining of lithium amounts to 25,000 t (data in metric t of lithium content) in 2007 with a share of 38% from Chile, 22% from Australia, 12% from China, 12% from Argentina and 16% from a couple of further countries. [USGS 2008]

Resource base: Approximately 150 lithium minerals are known. Important examples are petalite and spodumene (LiAlSi2O6). Spondumene concentrate for instance is used in the production of lithium carbonate. Furthermore natural brines (e.g. in the Atacama desert in Chile) with high lithium chloride contents are important sources for the lithium industry. [Wietelmann et al. 2005]
Global current demand: The current global demand (2007) is estimated to 17,500 t lithium. [Jaskula 2008]

Share of current applications: The current share of lithium amounts to 25% for batteries, 18% for ceramics/glass, 12% for lubricating grease, 7% for pharmaceutical/polymers and 38% for a couple of other applications. Worldwide Li-batteries power more than 60% of the cell phones and 90% of the laptop computers. [Meskers 2008]

Price development (USD/kg Lithium carbonate): The price development of lithium carbonate shows an increase from 1 USD/kg in the early 1970's to 4.5 USD/kg in 2000. Then a drop to a range 2-2.5 USD/kg follows. [Meskers 2008] Lithium is a low-priced metal which is under concern in this UNEP study.

Global demand development: Driven mainly by a boom in different battery applications (rechargeable batteries) the lithium demand has shown annual growth rates of 7.5% over the last 10 years. The strong impact of the battery sector for the overall lithium demand is demonstrated by the increase of the battery share from 12% in 2003 to 25% in 2007. [Jaskula 2008]

Forecast demand growth rates: Recent statistical data, the growing global markets for rechargeable batteries and tremendous research and development efforts regarding hybrid electrical vehicle (HEV) batteries and other energy storage applications [BMBF 2008] [Claus 2008] allows the anticipation of further growth of the global lithium demand. External forecast figures are not available (and exact predictions due to the R&D of very different types of lithium batteries are very difficult). Therefore Öko-Institut has calculated two scenarios based on own assumptions. The scenario with the 5% growth rate (orange bars) could be considered as a conservative one. The more offensive lithium demand scenario (blue bars) is based on a 10% growth rate until 2020. This would deliver more than a triplication compared to the current figure. But this scenario would be possible if lithium battery technologies will conquer the mass market for hybrid electrical vehicles or even all-electric vehicles.
Öko-Institut has made an own rough calculation to get an impression of the impact of HEV batteries for the overall lithium demand. For the example of an average Li-ion battery with a lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) cathode for a full-hybrid vehicle the followings assumptions are made: 40 kg total weight of the battery [JRC 2005] and 25-27 weight% LiCoO₂ [Meskers et al. 2009]. In this case the lithium content of the HEV battery would be about 1.8 weight% or about 0.7 kg. For the production of 20,000,000 HEV cars – maybe in the year 2020 – 14,400 t lithium would be necessary. This rough calculation proves that the overall lithium market would be seriously influenced in the case of a tremendous break-through of Li-ion batteries for HEV.

**Forecast upcoming applications:** The growth of the lithium demand will be driven by a total increase of current battery applications (in lap-tops etc.), but also by the start in hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) batteries [Continental 2008], which would have a tremendous effect - a HEV battery needs ca. 100 times more lithium compared with a portable computer battery.

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** Following market overviews of Umicore pre-consumer-recycling of lithium is insignificant. [Meskers 2008]

**Current post-consumer recycling:** Post-consumer recycling is not common and until today just a kind of niche activity. One reason is the quite low price of lithium and the often quite low lithium concentrations in products and compounds due to the low atomic weight of

---

27 There are different Li-ion battery systems under research & development. The lithium content could be lower as well as the total weight of the battery. On the other hand all-electric vehicles with lithium batteries are under current discussion as well as for stationary energy storage purposes. Therefore the growth of lithium demand could be triggered by different important applications. [Claus 2008]
lithium. Nevertheless one company in the United States is mentioned which produces small amount of lithium carbonate from solutions recovered during the recycling of lithium batteries. [USGS 2008] Furthermore RECUPYL (France) has announced the recent start (April 2007) of a lithium battery recycling plant in Singapore in partnership with TES-AMM Singapore Pte Ltd. According to RECUPYL the plant has a capacity of 320 t lithium batteries per year. The company claims, that after a hydrometallurgical treatment process, metal oxides and lithium salts are recovered. [RECUPYL 2008]

Umicore owns a battery recycling plant in Sweden which is running with a mixed input of different batteries (nickel-metalhydride and lithium batteries). This pyro-metallurgical process is designed for the production of an alloy (containing copper, iron, manganese, nickel and cobalt), which is further treated for the recovery of the main products NiSO₄ and Co₃O₄ and the other metals as side products. The lithium and aluminium contents of the batteries move into the slag phase as oxides. The recycling of lithium itself is not the purpose of this Umicore plant. [Meskers et al. 2009]

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** Statements about a serious pre-consumer recycling potential are difficult. Perspectives should depend on the production developments of lithium batteries and the price developments of lithium.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** The potential for lithium post-consumer recycling could not be seriously predicted in this study. As mentioned the economic incentive for lithium recycling is much lower compared with many other metals. On the other side a larger stream of down-stream lithium material will occur – especially from batteries. Collection rates for batteries will also rise in the future due to appropriate directives like the EU Battery Directive. So, there could be a further potential for lithium recycling, but the perspectives should not be overestimated by economic reasons (depending on the lithium prices!).

**Specific conclusion for lithium:**

I. The reserve base is not a critical issue in the case of lithium – even if scenarios with high growth rates will be fulfilled.

II. The lithium demand will probably increase remarkably until 2020 due to battery applications (HEV would give lithium demand a further huge push).

III. The recycling of lithium to new lithium products is still a niche. Nevertheless huge growth rates in battery applications, development of recycling legislations in many countries and further technical improvements could deliver moderately higher recycling rates for lithium – depending mainly on more attractive lithium prices as incentive for recycling.

### 6.4 Selected metals in catalyst technologies

#### 6.4.1 Platinum (Pt) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** The sum of the global reserves for the six platinum group metals (PGM) platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh), ruthenium (Ru), iridium (Ir) and osmium (Os) are
estimated to 71,000 t [George 2008] and for platinum only about 27,000 t with a tremendous share in South Africa [Hagelüken 2007].

**Global mining and regional concentration:** The global mining of platinum amounts to 204 t in 2007 with a 77% share of South Africa, followed by Russia with 14% share and others (Canada, USA, Zimbabwe etc.). [JM 2008a]

**Resource base:** Platinum is strictly coupled with the other PGM (Pd, Rh, Ru, Ir, Os) in mineral deposits and partly coupled with nickel ores (in Russia and Canada). The typical PGM concentrations in ores range between 5 and 10 ppm (parts per million). These low natural concentrations mean a huge operating expense for the platinum mining. [GFMS 2005]

**Global current demand:** Johnson Matthey refers a global Platinum demand of 219 t for 2007. This figure means the net demand without recycling flows. [JM 2008a] The global gross demand for platinum could be calculated to about 400 t per year due to in-depth analysis of Umicore and Öko-Institut concerning the PGM recycling flows in Germany [GFMS 2005] and global market background of Umicore. [Hagelüken 2008]

**Current applications:** The global net demand is divided mainly in automotive catalysts (47%), industrial applications like industrial catalysts, glass industry, dental applications (in sum 28%) and jewellery (23%). [JM 2008a] Due to very high recycling quotas in most of the industrial applications the share of this sector regarding the gross demand is higher compared to the net demand figure. [Hagelüken 2008]

**Price development (USD/kg):** Platinum price has shown an almost continuous increase in the last ten years. From 11,960 USD/kg in 1998 to 22,216 in 2003 and to a very high level of 41,925 USD in 2007, due to an almost continuous increase of the global platinum demand. [JM 2008a]

**Global demand development (net):** Platinum has shown an almost continuous increase of the global net demand (without secondary platinum) since 1980. In this year the platinum net demand refers to 73 t, in 2000 174 t and in 2007 219 t. This means an overall increase of 200% between 1980 and 2008. This ongoing platinum boom was mainly driven by the success story of the automotive catalysts. [JM 2008a]

**Forecast demand growth rates:** A further growth of platinum demand could be expected due to the increasing global demand for cars and the growing number of nations (emerging economies etc.) with ambitious vehicle emissions standards which could be fulfilled by automotive catalysts only. The RWI has announced a range for the platinum demand increase of 63-99% between 2004 and 2025. Due to further progress regarding platinum recycling the increase of the platinum mining has been expected in a range of 54-88% between 2004 and 2025. [RWI 2007] In the next figure two scenarios are shown based on the RWI forecast and adapted for the period 2007-2020.

---

28 From this price level the platinum price has dropped to a level of about 22,000 USD until October 2008 due to the turbulences of the international financial markets.
Forecast upcoming applications: The further growth of the global platinum demand is mainly driven by existing applications like automotive catalysts and enhanced production of specials glass types like LCD glass and fibre glass.

Current pre-consumer recycling: Pre-consumer recycling is very common for platinum since many years due to the high economic value of platinum and the fact that the platinum concentrations in new scrap amounts in higher magnitudes compared to the platinum concentrations in natural ores. [GFMS 2005]

Current post-consumer recycling: Post-consumer recycling of platinum is very common in many applications due to the advantageous chemical characteristics of platinum and its high value. Umicore, for instance has refined in its Antwerp plant 12 t platinum in 2007 from automotive catalysts, e-scrap and other recyclables and by-products. [Umicore 2008]

In the case of industrial applications like glass industry and industrial catalysts (e.g. nitric acid production, powder catalysts, fixed-bed and fluidized-bed catalysts) the overall recycling quotas for platinum amounts 90-95%. [GFMS 2005] In the case of consumer applications the overall recycling quotas are much lower currently. The reason is not due to technical recycling problems but due to difficulties in the collection systems for dissipative applications like EEE and used vehicles. There is a huge drain of secondary material from developed countries to developing countries, which do not yet have the necessary infrastructure and know-how to treat end-of-life vehicles or WEEE in a proper way to collect and to re-refine precious metals like platinum. [Buchert et al]. Nevertheless secondary platinum supplies currently about 180 t on a global scale by very high recycling rates of industrial applications (catalysts, glass industry) and increasing amounts from automotive catalysts and jewellery. [Hagelüken 2008]
Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** No further potentials could be expected by enhanced new scrap recycling, because these activities are in a ripe status since many years.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** Öko-Institut states remarkable further potentials for post-consumer recycling from consumer applications for platinum. The key for success will be an enhanced collection of automotive catalysts and e-scrap in industrial and especially developing countries and a progress in international co-operations regarding recycling chains. An overall global recycling quota for platinum of 70% (currently about 45%) should be the minimum target for 2020. [GFMS 2005], [Buchert et al. 2007] [Hagelüken 2008]

**Specific conclusion for platinum:**

I. The critical issue on the supply is obviously the tremendous regional concentration of mining. The power supply and other problems in South Africa (most important primary platinum producing country) will be an ongoing problem, but not a knock-out issue in the future. Nevertheless 'Lonmin', the world's third biggest platinum producer, has confirmed in its latest results that annual platinum output fell by 16%.” [Platinum Today 2008]

II. The platinum demand will probably increase remarkably until 2020 and beyond due to huge driving forces in the major applications: further development of emission legislation in the automotive sector incl. light and heavy duty diesel vehicles will be a kind of a mega trend.

III. The proper collection of Pt-containing consumer goods in developing countries as a precondition for recycling remains a serious challenge, as well as legal (as used goods) or illegal exports of WEEE and ELV from industrial countries in regions without appropriate recycling systems.

### 6.4.2 Palladium (Pd) - characteristics

**Global reserves:** The total amount of the palladium reserves ranges with ca. 26,000 t in the same magnitude compared with platinum. Again South Africa is the leading country regarding the share of the world reserves (about 60-70%), followed by Russia. [Hagelüken 2007]

**Global mining and regional concentration:** Johnson Matthey announces in 2007 a global mining of 221 t palladium plus 46 t Russian state sales. Russia counts for 53%, South Africa for 32% and Canada/USA in sum for 12% of the primary palladium production, including the Russian state sales. [JM 2008a]

**Resource base:** Palladium occurs in natural ores strictly coupled with other PGM (Pt, Rh, Ru, Ir), or it is coupled with Nickel mining (in Russia and Canada). The typical PGM concentrations in ores range between 5 and 10 ppm.

**Global current demand:** The net demand of palladium amounts to 213 t in 2007. [JM 2008a]. The global gross demand for palladium including all recycling flows could be estimated like for platinum to about 400 t per year. [GFMS 2005] [Hagelüken 2008]
**Share of current applications:** The global net demand of palladium is focused with 50% on automotive catalysts, followed with 19% for electronics and 11% for jewellery. Further applications are industrial catalysts (chemical industry), dental and investment. [JM 2008a] It should be mentioned that regarding the gross demand of palladium (including recycling flows) the industrial catalysts has a high share due to palladium recycling rates of about 90% in this sector. [GFMS 2005]

**Price development (USD/kg):** The palladium price has shown a dramatic peak at the beginning of the century due to a 'substitution hype' (substitution of platinum by palladium for automotive catalysts caused by higher platinum prices) and restricted Russian exports at this time. Therefore the palladium price rose from 9,131 USD in 1998 up to 21,895 USD in 2000. In the following years the price dropped to 6,462 USD until 2003 and rose again due to increasing demand to 11,414 in 2007.²⁹

**Global demand development (net):** The figures of the palladium demand development is appropriate to the price course of palladium. Starting from a net demand of 63 t in 1980 the mentioned substitution hype in the automotive sector pushed the global net demand to 291 t in 1999. After a normalization period the palladium net demand dropped to 151 t in 2002. Since 2002 the palladium net demand increased to 213 t in 2007. In a long term perspective (from 1980-2007) the net palladium demand has been more than tripled. [JM 2008a]

**Forecast demand growth rates:** A further growth of the net palladium demand is likely due to a strong position of this metal in its main applications (automotive catalysts and electronics). [Loferski 2008] In the automotive sector for countries like Russia, China, India etc. a huge increase of vehicle purchases are expected in the next years – all of them equipped with automotive catalysts – and palladium is the cheaper PGM with about half of the price per unit compared to platinum. This fact makes palladium very attractive for the production of automotive catalysts. Because individual forecast figures for palladium are not available, Öko-Institut has considered the same range of increase for palladium like the estimated platinum demand increase of 63-99% between 2004 and 2025. [RWI 2007]. The next figure shows two scenarios, based on the RWI forecast for platinum and adapted for palladium for the period 2007-2020. It should be mentioned that recycling flows of palladium (automotive catalysts, dental, electronics etc.) will have an increasing relevance to moderate the increase of the palladium net demand, which has to be satisfied by mining production.

---

²⁹ Caused by the turbulences in the international financial markets palladium prices were halved from summer to October 2008 to a level of about 5,000 USD per kg.
Figure 6.13: Palladium demand (net) scenarios based on RWI growth forecasts

**Forecast upcoming applications:** The growth of the palladium demand is mainly driven by existing applications. But further automotive catalyst applications (light duty diesel vehicles, large trucks) could further enhance the demand for palladium in the future. [JM 2007] [JM 2008a]

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** Like for platinum pre-consumer recycling is very common for palladium since many years due to its high economic value and its recycling-friendly chemical characteristics. [GFMS 2005]

**Current post-consumer recycling:** The post-consumer recycling of palladium is in a ripe status and common. Umicore for instance has announced the recycling of 15 t palladium in Hoboken/Antwerp in Belgium as well as a total recycling palladium capacity of 24 t. [Umicore 2008]. Further important examples for companies with experiences and different installations for palladium post-consumer recycling from different sources are Norddeutsche Affinerie in Germany [NA 2008], Boliden in Sweden/Finland [Boliden 2008], Johnson Matthey in USA/UK [JM 2008b] and DOWA [DOWA 2008] in Japan. Secondary palladium supplies about 180 t in 2007 due very high recycling rates of industrial applications (catalysts), quite high recycling rates from dental and increasing amounts from automotive catalysts and electronics. [GFMS 2005] [Hagelüken 2008]

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** The pre-consumer recycling of palladium is common since many years. So, remarkable further potentials are not expected.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** Remarkable further potentials from consumer applications could be expected from dental post-consumer material and first of all from used automotive catalysts and e-scrap in industrial and developing countries. [GFMS 2005] [Buchert et al. 2008]
Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential

Specific conclusion for palladium:
I. A critical issue on the supply side is given by a quite regional concentration of mining (South Africa and Russia). Power supply problems etc. in S.A. will be an ongoing issue. Furthermore parts of the Russian plant infrastructures need serious investments for modernization activities.
II. Palladium demand will probably increase remarkably until 2020 due to huge driving forces in the major applications: automotives and electronics.
III. The appropriate collection and delivery of palladium containing post-consumer materials (e-scrap from computers, automotive catalysts from old cars in developing countries etc.) to suitable refining plants (e.g. in Europe, USA, Japan) from all over the world including developing countries remains a serious challenge.

6.4.3 Rare earths (RE) - characteristics

Global reserves: The U.S. Geological Survey\textsuperscript{30} estimates the total rare earth oxides reserves to be at 88 Mio. t in 2007 [Hedrick 2008a].

Global production and regional concentration: The global mining amounted to 124,000 t rare earth oxides in 2007. Hereby, more than 95 % are mined in China [Hedrick 2008]. China is also the leader in the processing of rare earth oxides and rare earth technology [Haxel et al. 2002] [Hedrick 2008a]. The major reserves are in China, in the Commonwealth States and in the USA [Hedrick 2008a].

Resource base: The rare earths are mined from deposits with different compositions of rare earths. There is no coupling with none rare earths elements.

Global current demand: The current global demand amounts to 132,500 t rare oxides (forecast) in 2008 and a rating from Roskill and IMCOA\textsuperscript{31} forecasts the demand in 2013 for some elements [Kingsnorth 2008] (figures as rare earth oxides are rounded): cerium 76.000 t, lanthanum 58.000 t, neodymium 42.000 t, yttrium 15.000 t, praseodymium 9.000 t, dysprosium 3.000 t, samarium 2.000 t and europium 1.000 t. A consumption of 100 to 1.000 t is estimated for erbium, terbium, gadolinium and the sum of holmium, thulium, ytterbium and lutetium.

Share of current applications: The consumption of the 16 different rare earths covers manifold sectors from glass polishing up to high-tech applications [Behrendt 2007]. The U.S. Geological survey estimates the following shares of applications for the U.S. market:
1. automotive catalysts: 25%
2. petroleum refining catalysts: 22%

\textsuperscript{30} The data of the U.S. Geological Survey refer to 16 elements (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Y)

\textsuperscript{31} IMCOA: Industrial Minerals Company of Australia; Roskill Information Service is a provider of information on international metals markets.
3. metallurgical additives and alloys: 20 %
4. glass polishing and ceramics: 11%
5. lighting, TV, monitors etc. 10% [Hedrick 2008a]

**Price development:** There was no uniform trend since the 70ies which represents the whole spectrum of the elements. There are high variations between the elements. The prices varied in 2006 from 30 USD/kg rare earth oxides for abundant elements up to 3,500 USD/kg oxide for scarce elements [Hedrick 2008c].

**Global demand development:** In [Kingsnorth 2008] the following figures on the demand development of rare oxides are announced. Starting from about 1,000 t in 1953 the global demand increased to 85,000 t in 2003 to 132,500 t in 2008.

**Forecast demand growth rates:** The average annual growth rates in the past were 4.4 % over the last twelve years and 4.8 % over the last five years [Di Francesco Hedrick 2007]. It is to assume that this trend will go on as the rare earths are part of many high tech applications in growing markets. The National Institute for Material Science assesses for the rare earths a slightly lower average annual growth rate in the range of 3 to 4 % [NIMS 2008]. The following figure shows two scenarios. There is one scenario with an average annual growth rate of 4.5 % (left bar in orange), which is seen as a moderate scenario extrapolating the previous trend. The other scenario (right bar in blue) with a growth rate of 9 % growth is seen as the upper limit. It considers the upcoming markets for manifold new applications. This scenario is supported by evaluations of specific applications with high growth rates. The growth rate for the use as catalysts is estimated at 6 to 8 %/a [Hedrick 2008a], and the use as magnet is expected to increase by 10 to 25 % per year [Hedrick 2008a] [Kingsnorth 2008]. Australian companies estimate an average annual growth rate between 8 and 11 % [James 2008] [Kingsnorth 2008].
**Critical metals for future sustainable technologies and their recycling potential**

**Forecast upcoming applications:** There are manifold research activities, and it is estimated that there will be new applications for magnetic devices, catalysts, batteries, electronics, fibre optics and medical applications [Hedrick 2008c]. One promising technology is the magnetic refrigeration, which could eventually substitute conventional gas-compression refrigeration, as it is more efficient and requires no refrigerant [Haxel et al. 2002]. Substitutes are available for many applications, but generally they are less effective [Hedrick 2008a].

**Current pre-consumer recycling:** In the USA small quantities of rare earths, mostly from permanent magnet scrap, are recycled.

**Current post-consumer recycling:** There is no information on any current activities in the post-consumer recycling.

**Potential pre-consumer recycling:** The rare earths applications comprise a wide variety, mostly with a very fine dispersion. Therefore, potentials can only be identified on basis of a detailed analysis for each element and its applications.

**Potential post-consumer recycling:** There is probably only a low potential in post-consumer recycling due to the widespread use in low concentrations and the frequent use in alloys. Furthermore, the rare earths hold a disposition to slag (as oxides) in smelter plants. This impedes the recycling in WEEE smelting plants.
Special conclusion for rare earths:

I. There are widespread resources in all continents. However, currently there is a global imbalance in mining and processing due to the very high regional concentration in China.

II. Further in-depth investigations should not address the rare earths in total, because the different elements have manifold different applications, prices, properties and resources.

III. Concerning the environment, the rare earth mining from monazite containing radioactive thorium should be avoided, particularly as the world’s largest resources are from other rocks.

IV. Research in new recycling technologies which address the different rare earths regarding their chemical characteristics and specific value is a necessary task for the future.
7 Prioritization of critical metals

7.1 General prioritization (1st step)

Figure 7.1 shows the first step of the prioritization process of this study. The results from the individual characterization of each critical metal in chapter 6 provide the data base for this first step. Due to the facts of the data base, Öko-Institut assigns every metal to a certain point in the three restriction circles. The overlapping design of the restriction circles is therefore essential. Through the positioning of a certain metal-sign (e.g. tantalum = ‘Ta’) in the overlapping zone between two restriction circles, the belonging to both restriction issues is being expressed. Regarding the example ‘Ta’, all listed facts from the individual characterization lead to the positioning of tantalum as well in the circle ‘recycling restrictions’ as in the ‘demand growth’ circle. Simultaneously the graphic provides the information, that no supply risks are being forecasted (seen) for tantalum.

Figure 7.1 reveals that – beside cobalt, lithium and tantalum - all analyzed critical metals are situated in the overlapping zone of all 3 restriction circles. This fact underlines the general importance of these critical metals for the future sustainable technologies and shows the
exigency of a cooperative international struggle to maintain global availability of these metals – also through efficient recycling techniques and infrastructures.

### 7.2 Focused prioritization regarding demand (2\textsuperscript{nd} step)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Rapid demand growth</th>
<th>Moderate demand growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tantalum</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthenium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare earths</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tellurium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanium</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.2 Prioritization step 2: Distinction of rapid/moderate demand growth

Figure 7.2 illustrates the next step of the prioritization process accomplished in this study. Step 2 intends to give a closer differentiation of the demand side. Öko-Institut decided therefore to focus on the amplitude of given demand growth rates for each analyzed critical metal. A two-stage distinction has been realized by concerning either an estimated rapid demand growth (> 50% increase of total demand since 2007 until 2020) or an estimated moderate demand growth (> 20% increase demand growth until 2020).\textsuperscript{32}

As Figure 7.2 shows clearly - except the metals germanium and cobalt - all other metals demonstrate a rapid demand growth estimated until 2020.

\textsuperscript{32} A more distinguished differentiation regarding the total demand growth seems to be not useful due to the uncertainties in the scenarios.
The visualization seen in Figure 7.3 adapts the above-given results of different demand growth rates to the graphic illustration of restriction circles and therein appointed critical metals. A visible distinction is being achieved through a red coloured highlighting of the metals showing a rapid demand growth. In contrast, the remaining metals germanium and cobalt – with a moderate growth rate – remain without any modification of the colour.
7.3 Focused prioritization regarding supply (3rd step)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Metal</th>
<th>Regional concentration of mining</th>
<th>Physical scarcities</th>
<th>Temporary scarcity</th>
<th>Structural or technical scarcity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tantalum</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthenium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare earths</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tellurium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.4: Prioritization step 3: Focused distinction of supply restriction

Consequently, prioritization step 3 now focuses on the supply side risks of the critical metals. Like already seen for the demand side, a two-stage distinction of critical metals has been accomplished, showing serious supply risks and critical metals showing moderate supply risks. To achieve the individual classification into the two stages serious/moderate, four specific sub-criteria were worked out by the Öko-Institut. Figure 7.4 shows the four specification questions corresponding to single aspects and possible scarcities for the supply side. As a result, all critical metals are labelled with a red check mark, which shows two or more positive responses on the specification questions. It is visible that indium, gallium and tellurium are to be classified as handicapped with serious supply risks. The critical metal germanium is at the edge of being also classified with serious supply risks. As the database about physical and temporary scarcities is uncertain, these questions can not be responded undoubtedly and are therefore marked separately.
As already seen for the demand side, a visualization for the above-given results of the distinction in serious and moderate supply risks is adapted through Figure 7.5. The graphic illustration builds up on Figure 7.3, maintaining the information of rapid/moderate demand growth. To visualize the supply-side differentiation, it was decided to dye the background in white colour as far as a critical metal is classified with serious supply risks. In contrast, the all critical metals showing a moderate supply risk remain without any background colour.
7.4 Focused prioritization regarding recycling (4th step)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High scale of dissipative applications</th>
<th>Physical/chemical limitations for recycling</th>
<th>Lack of suitable recycling technologies and/or recycling infrastructure</th>
<th>Lack of price incentives for recycling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tantalum</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthenium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palladium</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare earths</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tellurium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanium</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.6: Prioritization step 4: Focused distinction of recycling restrictions

Similar to the preceding differentiation for the demand and supply side, it is finally necessary to accomplish the same proceeding for the recycling side. Again, a two-stage distinction has been chosen to either classify the recycling restrictions of a critical metal as serious or moderate. Like Figure 7.6 shows, the response to four specification questions concerning different aspects of recycling restrictions lead to the individual assessment of each critical metal in this field. It is visible that tantalum, rare earths and lithium stand out from the rest of the critical metals and show serious recycling restrictions.
The last visual transfer now adapts the results of the specific recycling-classification, accomplished in Figure 7.6. As seen in the previous illustrations, Figure 7.7 maintains the differentiated information about demand growth & supply restrictions and adds up the recycling-side distinction. The information is added by bolding and highlighting the frame of the specific critical metal in blue colour. Figure 7.7 now summarizes all information of the prioritization process of this study and allows a differentiated view on the critical metals and their specific properties regarding each restriction circle.
7.5 Summarized prioritization and urgency regarding timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **short-term** (within next 5 years) | Tellurium  
+ rapid demand growth  
+ serious supply risks  
+ moderate recycling restrictions |
| **mid-term** (till 2020) | Rare earths  
+ rapid demand growth  
and  
+ serious recycling restrictions  
*or*  
+ moderate supply risks  
+ moderate recycling restrictions |
| **long-term** (till 2050) | Germanium  
+ moderate demand growth  
+ moderate supply risks  
+ moderate recycling restrictions |
|                        | Indium  
|                        | Gallium  
|                        | Lithium  
|                        | Tantalum  
|                        | Palladium  
|                        | Platinum  
|                        | Ruthenium  
|                        | Cobalt  

Figure 7.8: Summarized prioritization regarding timeline of this study

Final step of the prioritization process is to interpret the conclusions from the detailed restriction-analyse and bring them together with a short-, mid- and long-term timeline. Figure 6 shows the results of this time-regarding classification. Each time category is composed of a criteria-setting with the above-explained distinguishing in rapid or moderate demand growth and serious or moderate risks.

Within the next five years (short-term perspective), Öko-Institut estimates that the metals tellurium, indium and gallium to be regarded as most critical. In a mid-term perspective, the metals: rare earths, lithium, tantalum, palladium, platinum and ruthenium are becoming crucial. Finally, in a long-term perspective till 2050, only germanium and cobalt are regarded to become critical.

Need for coordinated action is necessary for all of the investigated critical metals to reduce environmental burden of the primary production (enhanced production share of secondary metals) and ensure the resource base for important sustainable future technologies like solar cells, catalysts etc. Nevertheless in the case of tellurium, indium and gallium special activities of UNEP and other international and regional bodies are recommended due to the urgency of possible critical supply situations etc.
8 Preconditions for an optimized recycling of critical metals

Taken the current situation and upcoming developments into account (see chapters 0-0) Öko-Institut identifies three different spheres of activities to promote the recycling of critical metals in the future decisively and insure the supply base for future sustainable technologies:

- The enlargement of recycling capacities,
- the development and realization of new recycling technologies and
- the accelerated improvement of international recycling infrastructures.

Enlargement of recycling capacities

As punctuated on important examples successful technologies for the recycling of many critical metals are already realized in a couple of special plants worldwide (mainly in Europe and Japan). But it is obvious that the existing capacities of these very particular plants will not be sufficient in the near future for the rapidly growing pre-consumer and more important post-consumer material flows, which will contain increasing total amounts of very valuable and important metals. This statement is backed by three different examples.

Platinum group metals from automotive catalysts

In chapter 0 of this UNEP study it is noted that in 2007 28 t platinum and 31 t palladium were recovered from automotive catalysts worldwide. In the same year the global gross-demand for the production of new automotive catalysts was 131 t platinum and 138 t palladium. [JM 2008a] The Umicore plant at Hoboken/Antwerp – one of the world largest sites for the recycling of precious metals in the world – has current capacities for 18 t platinum and 24 t palladium – from different waste inputs. [Umicore 2008] That means in a about 10-15 years (average lifetimes of cars) a global capacity which is about six times higher than the total current capacity in Hoboken will be necessary for optimized global recycling capacities of platinum and palladium from spent automotive catalysts only. Furthermore optimized collection infrastructure for spent automotive catalysts will be required in the emerging economies and developing countries.

Indium

The second example is the important critical metal indium, which shows special urgency regarding the timeline (see chapter 0) due to rapid demand growth in different applications (LCD, solar cells). Umicore again announces for Indium a current recycling capacity of 50 t in its large Hoboken plant. [Umicore 2007]

---

For instance, the platinum demand for automotive catalysts has shown a strong growth in the last 20 years. E.g. in 1998 the global platinum demand for this application was just 69 t [JM 2008a]
But starting from a current net demand of about 610 t indium\textsuperscript{34} (and additionally 600 t indium delivered from mainly new-scrap recycling) and taking the expected strong increase rates for indium into account the amount of indium in post-consumer waste flows will be at least 3 times higher in 2015 compared with 2007. That means capacities for pre-treatment and refining of indium have to be enhanced remarkably in the next 5 years to address the upcoming post-consumer indium flows from applications with often quite low life-times like computer notebooks.

**Tellurium from photovoltaic applications**

As demonstrated in the chapter 6 the tellurium demand is rapidly growing triggered by a boom of Cd-Te thin film solar cells. This could double or even triple the global tellurium demand in the next years and tellurium recycling will get a key role to ensure a satisfying tellurium demand in the future due to serious supply restrictions from natural resources (see chapter 0). Therefore the global recycling infrastructures and capacities for the recycling of solar cells, new scrap and as well for post-consumer solar cells have to be built up. In this context the expansion of the current EU WEEE Directive on solar cells for photovoltaic should be focused seriously in the next years.

\textsuperscript{34} Furthermore 600 t indium are delivered from mainly new-scrap recycling (see chapter 6).
The demonstrated enormous demand for an expansion of the recycling capacities in the EU and worldwide respectively means a tremendous need for investments in particular technical installations (several billions of USD investment costs). Furthermore there is a continuous need for knowledge transfer and education of more skilled people, who have to plan and run further recycling plants in the future.

Development and realization of new recycling technologies

Taken the given facts in chapter 0 and 6 into account, there is urgent need for further improvements and optimizations of existing recycling technologies – especially on the interface of suitable pre-treatment steps with core refinery plant performances. For instance further improvements for gallium, indium and tellurium which focus on quite new LCD and solar cell applications are necessary and should be back-bond by national, EU and international research programs. The growth of photovoltaic for example demands on a secure supply base of these important critical metals.

Need for research and development of total new technical procedures and recycling and refining concepts could be stated for:

- tantalum in dissipative EEE applications like cell phones,
- distinguished rare earth metals like europium etc. and
- lithium applications (current problem: missing economic incentives)

Accelerated improvement of international recycling infrastructures

In several cooperative research activities with Umicore Öko-Institut has proved the fact that the main problems of the current recycling of critical metals are the lack of suitable tale-back and collecting systems for post-consumer waste flows in largest parts of the world. [GFMS 2005, Buchert et al. 2008, Umicore/ÖI 2008] It should be underscored that practices like shown in the following figure are the reality for the recycling of critical metals today in most parts of the world. This means serious health risks for the people and tremendous losses of valuable critical metals.

Therefore there is an enormous need for know-how and technology transfer from the developed countries to the emerging economies in Asia, Africa and Latin America and to the developing countries, too. The global recycling for critical metals will fail in a large scale if a decisive improvement of the basic recycling infrastructure (first step: appropriate local and regional take-back and collecting systems; second step: appropriate pre-treatment steps → no open use of fire and chemicals in backyards!) in these countries will not succeed in the next 5-10 years. Especially Europe has the experiences and premises (leading level of technical, legal and logistical know-how to build up circular economies!) to contribute to these global target decisively. This means a serious responsibility for the EU and also Japan, USA etc. But on the other hand side the leading countries in the recycling of critical metals will get also in an economic, technological and political pole position.
In the next five to ten years the following potentials for critical metals could be achieved if the above-performed measures will be realized consequently:

- For platinum and palladium 70% share of the gross demand could be satisfied through recycling until 2020 (today about 45%).
- In case of cobalt further moderate increase of the recycling percentage of at least 30% is regarded as realistic until 2020 (depending on applications with long-term lifetime).
- Concerning the “new” critical metals indium, gallium, germanium, tellurium and ruthenium in the next five years appropriate post-consumer recycling infrastructures and well-shaped pre-treatment and refining technologies will be essential. By achieving these tasks, remarkable recycling quotas for these important critical metals for FST are possible.
- Regarding tantalum, lithium and the rare earths basic research in suitable recycling processes are required due to their crucial chemical behaviour in actual recycling processes.
9 Conclusions and recommendations

Öko-Institut likes to give the following conclusions and recommendations concerning the investigated critical metals within this short term study:

- The expected demand growth for the investigated critical metals could indicate different developments:
  - Growth of environmental-friendly technologies (e.g. photovoltaic, energy storage devices, catalysts for emission reductions etc.);
  - growth of overall mining production combined with related environmental stress;
  - enormous increase of the meaning of recycling technologies and related infrastructures in the next 5-10 years,
  - Investments of several billions USD will be essential for an enhanced circular economy regarding critical metals to satisfy demand growth and to reduce overall environmental impacts!
  - A further successful development concerning the recycling of critical metals will create additional employment in the developed countries as well in the emerging economies and the developing countries.

- We would like to recommend UNEP and its Resource Panel as well as the EU (on the occasion of their new strategy to address EU critical needs for raw materials) to give the investigated critical metals with short term risks (gallium, tellurium, indium: see chapter 0) a special focus in their work and policies during the next years; furthermore the tremendous resource efficiency potentials of the other metals should also be targeted.

- We would like to suggest profound research and development regarding to single metals of the rare earth elements due to their demand growth, supply risks (regional concentration) and their identified serious recycling restrictions. Also basic research on metals with serious technical recycling problems like tantalum in dissipative applications is very important.

- Furthermore research, development and initiation of recycling technologies corresponding to specific fields of applications (e.g. solar panels & indium containing LCD-monitors) is an urgent task, as well as legislation measurements (WEEE etc.)

- We would like to support regional (EU) as well as international organizations (UNEP, OECD) to multiply their engagement for the monitoring and controlling of illegal scrap-exports usually containing critical metals (e.g. WEEE, ELV etc.)

- Finally we would like to underscore that enhanced know-how transfer and international cooperation regarding the increasing stocks of used products in developing countries (e.g. old cars containing auto catalysts, electronic devices etc., used consumer electronics, batteries etc.) is crucial in order to avoid serious supply restrictions regarding valuable critical metals for future sustainable technologies.

The most important framework conditions that could help to foster technologies for the implementation of closed-loop recycling systems for critical metals are summarized as results of the study:
Financial support by the EU regarding new recycling technologies for critical metals: A specified EU critical metals recycling program could include the encouragement of research & development activities as well as the installation of first demonstration plants. Such a program should focus on issues demanding for new technological solutions like the closed-loop recycling of lithium and rare earths from batteries and tantalum from electronic scraps etc.

Special investment programs including low interest credits are important building blocks (e.g. by the Member States) to support the design and realization of large scale recycling plants for critical metals.

Continuous improvements of the EU legislation system to ensure high plant utilizations for critical metals:
- Extension of the WEEE Directive regarding the collection and recycling of post-consumer photo-voltaic modules (recycling of indium, gallium, tellurium etc.).
- Further development of the ELV concerning critical metals due to the dismantling and recycling of large batteries from electric vehicles.
- Improved legal frameworks for the distinction of used goods and scraps (e.g. in the case of WEEE, ELV) designated for the export in non-EU countries to rise the collection rate.

Establishment of Best Practice Guidelines for the entire recycling value-chain for different applications / types of critical metals, inclusive product-design, collection, dismantling and pre-treatment on European level, bringing together the knowledge of the different stakeholders and considering different regulative area.

Campaigns and initiatives by the EU and the Member States to draw attention of the public to the importance and value of critical metals: The activities should focus on used consumer goods, which are often bunkered for many years attempt less in households (e.g. mobile phones in drawers).

Comprehensive adaption of technological issues regarding the recycling of critical metals in existing courses of study (special programs and professorships).

Technology transfer and international cooperation should be decisively accelerated by international recycling conferences, technological implementation programs in emerging economies and developing countries and specific scientific exchange programs.
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The focus of this study lies on future sustainable technologies (FST), such as renewable energies and energy efficient technologies, which will make use of indium (In), germanium (Ge), tantalum (Ta), PGM [platinum group metals, such as ruthenium (Ru), platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd)], tellurium (Te), cobalt (Co), lithium (Li), gallium (Ga) and RE (rare earths). These are also classified as ‘green minor metals’, which are the basis for cleaner technology innovation and therefore an issue for recycling.